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Dear friends,

Once again, I am pleased to send you the report of our activities for the past year. Looking back, we can see that our

work has been intensive and that our motivation lies in the people we work for. All of this is possible thanks to you, our

Entreculturas friends. 

The year 2012 has been a year of discernment, in the most “ignatian” sense of the word. We have distinguished the

essential from what can wait, the important from the urgent and the missionary from what is impossible to reach in the

unlimited needs that come to us. And this exercise of discernment is enriching, in as much as we all participate, based on

the faith and vision of change and the social transformation we all seek. We do not discern alone, there are many of you

who accompany us, the Society of Jesus, the Board of Trustees, the Advisory Board, Fe y Alegría, the Jesuit Refugee

Service and Entreculturas staff members and volunteers. And this is a good way to walk our path.

From a financial point of view, it has not been a good year. As you know, the public administrations have reduced 

drastically their financial aid for development. The crisis context leads us to less securities but it also leads to new and

creative initiatives. One of them is the creation of the “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund, a project that makes us more aware of

girls’ needs in order to create a new world. We have also continued to work in agreements with business entities and

foundations with whom we have been working in the past. To all of them I express my most sincere gratitude for their

continuous commitment. 

Lastly, as you can see in the photograph, this year, the red chair has been the symbol with which we have addressed

Spanish society in order to raise awareness on the need for schooling. Even last year, 61 million boys and girls 

worldwide did not attend school. The red chair has become an icon in Spanish classrooms to work for the right to 

education.

Once again, I thank you for your commitment with our joint activities, our dream and vision that you can find in this report. 

Agustín Alonso SJ 

Entreculturas Director
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The Red Chair

2012 has been the year of the Red Chair. A new Entreculturas symbol to draw attention

on the 61 million boys and girls in the world who do not have their fundamental right to

education guaranteed. Starting in the month of September, several activities at the Delega-

tions and more than 11,000 signatures collected showed the campaign’s efforts to pres-

sure the Spanish government to give priority to this line of the international cooperation

in the Annual State Budget 2013. 

Solidarity Race

“Run for a cause, run for education” was the motto of a great sporting and solidarity event,

launched by Entreculturas in 2012. The event took place in Madrid during the last wee-

kend of January with over 3,000 people attending and raised 77,700 Euros to finance an

education project in Angola for a literacy programme of 500 students and 20 teacher trai-

ning in the region of Ambriz, in the North of the country.

Accountability for Haiti

Two years after the Haiti earthquake, we considered essential to hold an accountability

event to report to our members and donors and to society in general on the reconstruction

work Entreculturas had carried out in the country. Ambrosial Dorino Gabriel SJ, Fe y Ale-

gría Haiti Director was with us at the Círculo de Bellas Artes, accompanied by Nicolás

Castellano, a Cadena SER reporter.

Noland

In June a new country was born: Noland. The first on line country of the almost 44 million

displaced and refugee persons that exist in the world. Entreculturas presented it on June

20, World Refugee Day, in order to make visible and defend the fundamental rights of

these people.

Impact on Spanish cooperation policies

In our permanent follow up and analysis work on the Spanish cooperation policies, En-

treculturas, Alboan and Fundación ETEA published in 2012 the report “The Official Deve-

lopment Aid for Education in Spotlight” a study on both central and autonomic coopera-

tion during the period 2007-2010, in order to compare the set priorities and commitments

with the final reality of amounts allotted for this purpose. 

Likewise, following this same line and in order to influence the new Cooperation Director

Plan, Luis Arancibia, Entreculturas’ Deputy Director, participated in October in a Senate

hearing of the International Cooperation Commission to draw attention on the need to

continue funding basic education and the moral responsibility to continue financial and

institutional support for cooperation development. 

“LIGHT for GIRLS” Fund

One of the highlights of 2012 was the special collaboration agreement signed in May by

Victoria Gómez-Trénor and Entreculturas, the “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund. This collabora-

tion has shown the interest of focusing on girls and drawing attention to one of the areas

in which Entreculturas has been working over the years. 

III Solidarity Youth Network Global Encounter

¡Zanmitay! (meaning “friendship” in Haitian criollo), was the most repeated word during

the III Solidarity Youth Network Encounter held in Madrid under the slogan “It’s our world,

it’s our voice”. Attending were over 80 teachers and 150 students. 
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80 staff members and 486 volunteers and collaborators

14,572 Entreculturas members and donors 

1,670 impacts in media

Over 12,000 followers in social networks 

27 Delegations in 13 autonomic communities

Working in 18 Latin American countries 

and 17 African countries 

24 international volunteers and 21 people responsible for training

17,964,637 Euros in revenues in 2012 (60.7%
private funding)
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We support education projects among the excluded populations 

of Latin America, Africa and Asia. Our engagement also leads

us to concentrate all our efforts in raising awareness among the

Spanish population so as to help change structures and act as

change agents together with the countries we work with, in favour

of justice. 

We are an organization present at the “borders”, that effectively

promotes social change through education, from a deep and

applied identity and a firm commitment with excluded populations,

working in network with a stable and broad social base with 

participation, transparency and quality.

We are a national network for social change, with 27 

delegations present in 13 autonomic regions, made up by

plural teams that work for the promotion of justice. 

Entreculturas is engaged in solidarity towards the less 

favoured and promotes education as a tool for social 

change and the promotion of justice. Entreculturas seeks to 

promote citizen participation, reinforce dialogue and network with

other institutions both in the North and in the South and act with

maximum transparency, which implies a constant attitude of 

analysis and communication. 

The Entreculturas Foundation, a Development Non Government Organization, promoted by the Society of

Jesus, is born in the South. It is made up by a group of people who believe that education is a key tool for

development, transformation and intercultural dialogue. It was inspired in its predecessor, the Asociación 

Fe y Alegría-España, an initiative started by the Society of Jesus in 1985 to help social, cultural and pastoral

promotion in the Fe y Alegría institutions of Latin American countries.
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Entreculturas is committed with the dignity of people and with justice and from this option works for the most

impoverished people and communities. The Entreculturas team is engaged with the mission, vision and values of the 

organization. 

Both volunteers and staff members work together at Entreculturas. At present 80 staff members and over 486

volunteers strive, daily, to make education the key to development. The volunteers’ engagement is an example of the society

we wish to build and in which we participate and is a true asset for the development of solidarity communities. 

We have closed the year 2012 with a total of 14,572 members and donors, an increase of 3.37% over the past year, which

enables us to keep up our commitments with our projects in the North and in the South.
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The Non Government Development Organizations manage funds proceeding from public institutions, 

corporations, entities and private donors who deserve maximum respect and transparency. Our accountability

should be proportionate to their trust in us. Therefore, what follows is a report on the sources and use of

funds managed during this past year. We want to remind to all those who wish to consult our accounts and

projects, they may do so at any time.



During 2011 Entreculturas has received a total of 17,964,637 Euros, which represents a decrease

of 11.5% compared to the previous year. 

In terms of distribution of funds according to their sources, private funds –following the trend initiated in pre-

vious years– have increased, setting a clear advantage of private over public funds. 

In the current crisis context, it is worth mentioning the decrease of funds for cooperation development and awa-

reness raising coming from regional and local governments as a consequence of severe cuts by the admi-

nistration for development cooperation. These cuts started in 2010 and have been intensified during 2012.

It is also worth mentioning that during 2012, Entreculturas has raised private sourced donations, both perso-

nal and corporate, focused on reconstruction emergency aid in Haiti, emergency aid in the Horn of Africa and

lately in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Total revenues

(Euros)

Volume of activity in 2011 20,299,544

Volume of activity in 2012 17,964,637

Change in absolute terms -2,334,907

Change in percentage terms -11.5%

Change in absolute terms -2,334,907

Change in percentage terms -11.5%

The evolution of sources of funds can be seen in the following chart:

State 4,769,500 5,206,761 4,906,530 5,209,488

Local and Autonomic 2,280,712 3,343,195 4,620,906 6,310,052

European Union 1,018 72,917 15,838 16,865

Total public sources 7,051,230 8,622,873 9,543,274 11,536,405

Members and Donors 10,302,818 10,213,503 9,595,074 9,646,991

Emergencies 540,379 1,341,318 2,398,479 15,375

Financial and Extraordinary income 70,210 121,850 317,205 891,998

Total private sources 10,913,407 11,676,671 12,310,758 10,554,364

Total 17,964,637 20,299,544 21,854,032 22,090,769

2012SOURCE 2011 2010 2009

10,554,364

22,090,769

6,310,0523,343,195Local and Autonomic 2,280,712 4,620,906

16,86515,83872,917European Union 1,018

11,536,4059,543,2748,622,873Total public sources 7,051,230

9,646,9919,595,07410,213,503Members and Donors 10,302,818

15,3752,398,4791,341,318Emergencies 540,379

891,998317,205121,850Financial and Extraordinary income 70,210

10,554,36412,310,75811,676,671Total private sources 10,913,407 10,554,364

22,090,76921,854,03220,299,544Total 17,964,637 22,090,769
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The total amount of funds dedicated to cooperation during 2012 has amounted to 14,194,969 Euros,

which implies 79.7% of the total. 

On the other hand, convinced that we must act on the

causes which are the origin of global inequality, at En-

treculturas we have dedicated this past year 1,897,269

Euros to awareness raising and public advocacy which

implies 10.7% of the total.

Finally, the total amount of funds allotted to administra-

tion (1,717,885 Euros), are 9.6% of the total which allows

us to ensure an efficient and lean management.

Proportion of public and private revenues (2009-2012). Evolution chart

Totales private Totales public

revenues revenues

2009 48.1% 52.0%

2010 56.0% 44.0%

2011 57.5% 42.5%

2102 60.7% 39.3%

56.0% 44.0%2010

57.5% 42.5%2011

60.7% 39.3%

Cooperation 14,194,969

Awareness Raising 1,897,269

Total Mission 16,092,238

Fundraising 469,873

Administration 1,248,012

Total management 1,717,885

Total 17,810,123

16,092,238Total Mission

469,873Fundraising

1,248,012Administration

1,717,885Total management

17,810,123Total
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ASSETS

FIXED ASSETS 526,344

Net Intangible assets 17,239
Systems 17,239

Net tangible assets 140,210
Land and buildings 45,693
Technical assets and other tangible assets 94,517

Long term financial investments 368,895
Net worth related assets 35,562
Due from third parties 333,333

CURRENT ASSETS 23,179,304

Debtors and other accounts receivable 9,833,995
Accounts receivable 30,722
Various debtors 2,692,728
Personnel
Tax recoverable 4,608
Other amounts due from official entities 7,105,937

Short term financial assets 6,177,069
Debt instruments 6,177,069
Derivatives

Liquid funds 7,168,240
Cash and banks 7,168,240

TOTAL ASSETS 23,705,648

LIABILITIES

OWN FUNDS 3,989,000

Net worth 3,598,735
Designated funds 6,010
Reserves 3,438,210
Other reserves 3,438,210
Current year income 154,515

Subsidies, donations and legacies 390,265
Subsidies pending collection 368,274
Fixed assets donations 21,991

LONG TERM LIABILITIES 333,333

Long term debt 333,333
Other financial debt 333,333

CURRENT LIABILITIES 19,383,315

Due to beneficiaries 11,125,134

Commercial suppliers and other accounts payable 329,259
Suppliers 82,423
Creditors 90,424
Personnel (salaries pending payment) 6,780
Amounts due to public entities 149,632

Short term debts, subsidies, donations and legacies 7,928,922

TOTAL NET WORTH AND LIABILITIES 23,705,648

The accounts shown in this report include the results of Fundación Entreculturas. These annual

accounts an audit reports are available at the head office of Entreculturas.

5,563,574

31,893
31,893

182,896
48,369

134,527

5,348,785
2,401

5,346,384

25,030,601

11,592,688
12,801

4,244,031
14,517
11,249

7,310,090

1,511,528
1,511,528

11,926,385
11,926,385

30,594,175

31/12/2012 31/12/2011 31/12/2012 31/12/2011

4,368,039

3,444,220
6,010

3,449,817
3,449,817

-11,607

923,819
886,056

37,763

333,333

5,346,384
5,346,384

20,879,752

10,965,600

285,338
90,047
67,197

297
127,797

9,628,814

30,594,175

31/12/2012 31/12/2011 31/12/2012 31/12/2011
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TOTAL REVENUES 17,964,637

TOTAL EXPENSES -17,810,123

PERIOD SURPLUS 154,514

Revenues from own activity 17,858,244
Member’s contributions 2,716,632
Fund raising campaigns 3,957
Revenues from sponsors and collaboration programmes 2,419,852
Subsidies, donations and legacies 12,744,976
Related expenses to the above -27,173

Revenues from services provided 24,783

Monetary contributions and others -13,248,738
Monetary contributions -13,238,423
Related expenses -10,315

Personnel expenses -2,697,484
Salaries -2,094,287
Social Security -603,197

Other operating expenses -1,703,631
Externalized services -1,703,416
Tax and duties -215

Fixed asset depreciation -67,787

Other items -51,379
Extraordinary revenues 9,615
Extraordinary expenses -60,995

The total amount of 13,238,423 Euros is made up of 10,984,735 Euros sent to cooperation projects 60,353 Euros sent

from the interests of the accounts and 2,193,335 Euros sent to the social work of the Society of Jesus in the South. 

20,299,544

-20,311,151

-11,607

20,113,533
2,716,219

8,204
2,434,913

15,030,380
-76,183

21,107

15,705,224
15,703,277

-1,947 

2,737,613
2,138,761
-598,852

1,523,042
1,522,238

-804

-90,374

-16,761

-16,761

31/12/2012 31/12/201131/12/2012 31/12/2011
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NET OPERATING RESULTS 114,008

Financial revenues 42,759
From marketable securities and other financial instruments 42,759

Changes in market valuations 93
Trading portfolio and others 374
Trading account expenses and others -281

Foreign exchange difference -2,345
Positive foreign exchange differences 1,689
Negative foreign exchange differences -4,034

NET FINANCIAL RESULTS 40,507

NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES 154,515

Income taxes

NET INCOME FOR SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES 154,515

NET INCOME 154,515

Change in Net worth consequence of the year surplus 154,515

Revenues and expenses charged directly against net worth

Subsidies received 390,265

Changes in net worth due to direct charges

Changes in year surplus

Subsidies received 12,744,976

TOTAL SURPLUS, CHANGE IN NETWORTH DURING 13,289,756
THE YEAR 

61,626

82,835
82,835

-1,596
421

-2,017

-154,472
5,465

-159,937

-73,233

-11,607

-11,607

-11,607

-11,607

923,819

15,030,380

15,942,592

31/12/2012 31/12/201131/12/2012 31/12/2011
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Transparency is key in order to be trusted by society. At Entreculturas we submit our

management to external controls such as evaluations by Fundación Lealtad and by the code of

conduct follow up commission of the Spanish DNGO Coordinator.

Likewise we try to encourage our members and donors, collaborators and volunteers to actively

participate in the development of our organization. For this purpose we establish channels of

communication and participation at different levels.

The 2012 annual accounts have been audited by BDO Auditores, S.L. We have received

a clean opinion in all aspects. We therefore consider that these reports ensure that our accounts

reflect clearly the situation of Entreculturas and its economic results.

The accounting and annual reports and the audit reports are available for all interested persons

at the head office of Entreculturas.

Fundación Lealtad has confirmed one more year that we comply with all principles and sub

principles of transparency and good practices in our management. The full report can be read

at www.fundacionlealtad.org

Fundación Lealtad is a non-profit organization that evaluates NGOs on the basis of transpa-

rency in the use of their resources and good management practices in their work. 

Likewise, Entreculturas has obtained the certificate “Analyzed DNGO”

which certifies that we have been subject to the evaluation process

derived of the “Good Governance and Transparency Tool” by the Spa-

nish DNGO Coordinator. 

The evaluation has been carried out by the external firm BDO Audi-

tores, S.L. and establishes that Entreculturas has complied with all

required indicators.

Fundación Lealtad Report BDO Audiberia Report
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Entreculturas is an organization where training, learning and personal growth help us to be people committed 

with justice. We understand training form different perspectives, personal, technical and socio political in the 

framework of our values and identity. We believe volunteer work to be an experience that changes the person 

and converts such a person into a change agent in our daily life and in our world. We value volunteer work at

Entreculturas as an experience that enriches volunteers and staff. Our 27 delegations throughout Spain are made

up of volunteers and we also have volunteers at our Head Office. All of them, committed people who work in their

local reality to change unfair global situations. 



There are many faces and names behind our work... During 2012, 486 people worked as volunteers and

collaborators, with their knowledge, experience and enthusiasm... People who decided not to work indi-

vidually but together with others, to dream and design other possible worlds. 

This is how Entreculturas understands volunteer work, as an accompanied itinerary not only to work but

as an invitation to continuous learning through dialogue, reflection and participation. An implication that will

help us to grow personally and as an institution and to build solidarity communities where people may

become change agents in their society. 

These solidarity communities –built by us with our partners in the South or with other organizations that share

our path– help us build different relationships based on values such as gratuity and solidarity. A

volunteer is therefore also a way of being that enables a real and daily alternative, a different way of living...

It affects our role as active citizens to build a more human world where we may all live, especially the most

excluded people.

Collaboration Agreement with InterRed for volunteer work promotion 

Entreculturas and the NGO Intered signed in 2012 a collaboration agreement to carry out the Project

financed by the AECID “Promotion and Volunteer Work Training in international cooperation orga-

nizations as means for participation and social transformation”. Both InteRed and Entreculturas have

a wide experience in promoting local and international volunteer work. The project, with duration up to 2015,

strengthens the idea of global citizenship and personal transformation through volunteer work. 

International Volunteer Programme Pedro Arrupe (VOLPA)

The long duration volunteer work at Entreculturas (Voluntariado Pedro Arrupe or VOLPA) is directly related

with mutual learning and solidarity practices which are crucial elements in the cooperation required in

the 21st century. In VOLPA we see true change agents and global citizens who also strengthen relations with

our institutional partners in the South.

During 2012, VOLPA training courses were carried out at the Entreculturas Delegations of Asturias, Valen-

cia, Madrid, Málaga, Sevilla, Valladolid, Tenerife and Zaragoza, with the help of 21 training leaders who

accompany volunteers during the 13 training sessions and two encounters at country level. 

18

The Solidarity March is one of the highlights of the Asturias

Entreculturas Delegation. The education community of the

Inmaculada School in Gijón organizes a march at the end of

January, in the framework of the Week for Solidarity and Peace. 

On this occasion, over 1,270 participated walking through the

city to draw attention on Entreculturas’ work in favour of 

education for all. Previously the students, helped by teachers 

and parents, had fundraised every kilometre of the march. 
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ENTRECULTURAS 

SOLIDARITY MARCH 

IN ASTURIAS
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The VOLPA Training Programme focuses on self-knowledge as a tool for personal leadership stres-

sing reality analysis, awareness of global injustice and developing personal capacities. 

Over 40 people throughout Spain started training in 2012 to become volunteers in the South. 24 of them

carried out volunteer work during one or two years mainly in Latin America with Fe y Alegría, The Jesuit

Refugee and Migrant Service, the ERIC, SAIPE or Mi Rancho in countries such as Nicaragua, Chile,

Peru, Venezuela, Guatemala, Honduras, Bolivia and Congo. 

During 2012, 10 people returned after carrying out their work in the South to begin a new phase in Spain. 

VOLPA Training School

During 2012 Entreculturas organized the 1st edition of the International Volunteers Training School.

This school is in the framework of the International Volunteer Strengthening Programme financed

by the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation (AECID) and coordinated by Entreculturas together

with the NGO ALBOAN. 

The sessions were held during three intensive days with the participation of 25 training leaders of the inter-

national volunteer programme of Entreculturas, ALBOAN, some institutions of the REDES coalition

and others from the university world. 

Several issues were addressed such as “Accompaniment of international volunteer processes” by Alfonso

López-Fando, “Keys of intercultural issues”, by Aloña Braceras, and “Analysis of the legal frameworks

in Europe” by David Alonso and María Rodríguez. The school had a clear European approach thanks

to the collaboration of professionals from the German International Volunteer Service and the European

Volunteer Service (EVS).

At Entreculturas we consider that the preparation of volunteers for service in the South (especially regar-

ding solidarity attitudes) is a fundamental requirement to achieve an experience relevant to the South and

that may transform the person.
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VOLPA Training School
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“The impact of the long duration voluntary work in 

development cooperation, according to Devereux, is not

only a  most efficient education development programme,

but it is also directly related to mutual learning and 

solidarity, which are crucial elements in the  cooperation 

we need for the 21st century”.

DAVID ALONSO MONTES,

HEAD OF TRAINING AND

DELEGATIONS DEPARTMENT
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Political Advocacy in international volunteer work 

During 2012, Entreculturas actively participated in the elaboration and participation of the presentation of

a regulation proposal of the rights and duties of international volunteers and the organizations pro-

moting them so as to put an end to the existing legal void in this matter. This proposal was produ-

ced and presented by the NGOs Coordinator, the Spanish Volunteer Platform, the Coordinator of Laymen

(CALM)and the Network of Entities for Solidarity Development (REDES) to the International Cooperation

Foreign Secretary and the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID). 

The proposed legal framework addresses issues such as rights and duties of international volunteers,

training, the rules regarding conflicts of interest, the recognition of the work and the qualification of the

non-profit services provided and the types of social protection. 

There has been repeated concern over international volunteer work since the European Commission Re-

commendation in 1985( 85/308/CEE) encouraged state members to promote initiatives for the promotion

and protection of volunteers working abroad.

Entreculturas National Encounter: “Being part of a changing world”

Under this motto, Entreculturas invited in September all those who make up the organization in Spain to par-

ticipate in the 12th National Encounter. It is an important moment in the life of Entreculturas in order to

reflect on our practices and an occasion to meet and share proposals. 

With the focus on “Being part of a changing world”, we wanted to be aware of the current changing con-

text, look for motivations and feel part of realities such as Haiti, the refugees in the Democratic Republic

of Congo, the situation of the immigrants in our country and the solidarity work of the Youth Networks. We

were also able to get to know the existing alternatives to carry out our work in a more ethical and coherent

way and to share good practices which are successful. 

Pedro José Gómez (Universidad Autónoma), Irene Guía (Jesuit Refugee Service), Edson Woody Louidor

(Migrant Jesuit Service), Juan Garibi (Fiare project), Brígida Moreta (Pueblos Unidos), Jaime Tatay (Centro

Pignatelli), Carmen Fe (Andalucia Youth Solidarity Network) and Migueli (singer-songwriter) helped us with

our purpose. 

Many volunteers participated in the workshops and supported this event of commitment and transforma-

tion taking care of all the details.
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The International Volunteer Training Course VOLPA is an

Entreculturas Programme with over 20 years of experience. 

In 2012 it has opened in Extremadura.

EXTREMADURA: 

STARTING THE VOLPA

PROGRAMME 



Regional Encounters and Delegation Encounters 

The regional encounters help us to meet people who participate in the Entreculturas Delegation in order

to coordinate efforts and exchange experiences. 

These encounters are set up in two sections: one on the profile of the Entreculturas volunteer and individual

motivations and the other on group coordination and teamwork. 

In Andalucía and in Castilla y León the role of Entreculturas in times of crisis has been addressed. In

Castilla y León, the structure has been: “See and feel” (testimonies from the North and the South), “Judge

and propose” (with the presentation of the report “Sustained crisis, reinforced solidarity”) and “Act” (with

a workshop to think and share what mobilization activity we could do and where). 

In the Canary Islands training focused on the Global Campaign for Education and the work on Education

for Development in schools.

In the Comunidad Valenciana, work was done regarding social context and organization and “the increa-

se of a social base and the presence and promotion of social networks.”

On the other hand, Entreculturas held during 2012 three Delegation Encounters, in all of which the focus

has been the defence of international cooperation in the face of government budget cuts. 

We have reflected and worked on a common stand to impact locally and achieve public presence on this

issue. 

The February encounter dedicated special attention to the improvement of volunteer management at En-

treculturas, with training tools to help us introduce and accompany people in our teams. 

In the May encounter the campaign of the Red Chair was launched with a great presence throughout many

cities. 

Time was dedicated to reflect on net working at local level with the Society of Jesus through the Local

Apostolic Platforms (PAL).

Last of all, we dedicated the whole weekend of the November encounter to the planning of the Global

Action Week for Education while sharing networking experiences with the national coalitions for the Global

Campaign for Education in Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe. 
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Personal and professional development of the human team

One of the main objectives of Entreculturas is to take care of training as an essential tool to promote perso-

nal and professional development of all those who make up the organization. Most of the activities we carry

out, visits, conferences, day sessions, encounters, are directed to training and learning. During 2012, over

500 hours were allotted for this purpose. We have worked with 25 different institutions (study cen-

tres, coordinators and universities) in a total of 37 specialized and technical training courses for the human

team.

Southern Experience Programme

The “Southern Experience Programme” is an Entreculturas training proposal directed to its human team

and network of volunteers and collaborators in order to encourage contact with the reality of the Southern

countries. 

For the past 9 years the Southern Experience enables direct contact with other realities, travelling during one

month to a Southern country in order to get to know the work of our local partners and live an insertion expe-

rience with them. 

This year we have to acknowledge our gratitude to the teams of Fe y Alegría en Venezuela, Ecuador

and Nicaragua, the Jesuit Migrant Service in Chile, and the Jesuit Refugee Service through the

Catholic University Andrés Bello of Venezuela. All of them have facilitated the experience to a group

of 14 people from Entreculturas who have the challenge of multiplying in their environment their experien-

ces and transmit them in our contexts.

Getting Close to the South 

The Getting Close to the South workshop is a space for reflection, training and action for all those inte-

rested in international cooperation who wish to approach international solidarity starting from attitudes.

There have been a total 217 participants in the 9 groups it has been carried out with the collaboration of

different universities (Universidad of Comillas in Madrid, CESTE in Santander, Universidad of León, Sa-

lamanca, Murcia and Oviedo). In the online version, offered again this year thanks to the methodology of

Radio ECCA Canarias, over 100 people from all over Spain and for the first time from Latin America, have

participated.

During the last three years, over 600 people have participated in the Getting Close to the South

workshop. 
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The Northern countries, whose citizenship, governments and corporations make daily decisions of great impact

on population development, should be responsible of the future of impoverished countries. Entreculturas 

promotes actions regarding communication, advocacy and development education in the Spanish society since

we are aware that the causes of poverty are not only local and therefore we cannot fight against them only with

field projects. Among other lines, this year we have worked on intercultural and gender education and we have

also raised awareness at local level through exhibitions, public activities, concerts, workshops and conferences

organized by the delegations. 
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Development Communication

Committed to transparency and participation

2012 has again been a year of intense activity regarding communication with the media and social base.

We understand that accountability with our members and collaborators and their implication in our work is

key for a healthy organization and the achievement of our objectives. 

An example of this was the organization in January of an accountability event for Haiti two years after

the earthquake. We found it essential to share with the Spanish society, not only the information that we

had available on the country, but also the data of the progress of our cooperation thanks to the solidarity of

so many people. How have we spent the money during these first two years of work? This was basi-

cally the answer we tried to give in the accountability event held at the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid. 

Entreculturas had so far used 66% of the aid raised for Haiti. Numbers were detailed at the event with the

attendance of Agustín Alonso SJ, Entreculturas Director, Ramón Almansa, International Cooperation

Head and Ana Cristina García, responsible for Haiti projects. Special guests were Ambroise Dorino

Gabriel SJ, Haiti Fe y Alegría Director and Nicolás Castellano, reporter form the SER Channel and very

much committed to Haiti.

Permanent communication through social networks is also a must for our communication and feedback.

During 2012, numbers of the people linked to our accounts in Facebook, Twitter and Google+ doubled

with over 12,000 subscriptions. 

In spite of the continuous crisis in our country, we have continued with the support of our members and

collaborators, with a slight increase, 3.37% regarding the previous year, showing a high degree of

loyalty. 

In this context, we would like to point out the setting up of the “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund a good example

of social participation with NGOs. The fund is a special collaboration agreement signed in May between

Victoria Gómez-Trénor and Entreculturas. The creation of this fund shows the sensibility towards the
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difficulties faced by girls in many parts of the world. This initiative has focused on the girls while trying to

promote those activities focused on supporting their development in the different areas we work at En-

treculturas. 

Alliance with the media

During 2012, the fact that there were 44 million displaced people and refugees in the world had a

great impact on us. Their vulnerable situation and the lack of guarantee of their basic human rights led us

to an unprecedented solution, to create a country for them all. 

This is how Noland was born, the first on-line country created to visualize and defend the fundamental rights

of all displaced people and refugees. A country, with its constitution and flag, presented on June 20th,

World Refugee Day, at the Campo de la Cebada in Madrid in a press conference with the main media atten-

ding and Television coverage. 

Another relevant intervention with the media took place during the visit to Spain of Peter Ballais SJ, Jesuit

Refugee Service Director, with an extensive interview in the newspaper El País on November 28th. On the

other hand and thanks to the support of the singer Raquel del Rosario, Entreculturas was selected, to-

gether with seven other NGOs to participate in the Award “Take care of yourself 2012” promoted by Mía

Magazine. 

These visible interventions help us transmit our message to a broader public and add important supports

to continue our work in promoting education as a tool for development and social change. During 2012,

the number of impacts in the media was 1,670. 

The Red Chair

Undoubtedly, 2012 has been the year of The Red Chair. A new Entreculturas symbol in order to draw

attention on the 61 million boys and girls worldwide, who do not have their right to education

guaranteed. 

Starting September, the month school begins in Spain, many activities in schools and 11,000 signatures

supported this campaign in order to pressure the Spanish government to give priority to this line of the

international cooperation in the Annual State Budget 2013. 

Furthermore, on December 10th, Human Rights Day, we carried out an event near the Plaza de las Ventas

in Madrid, painting on the floor a huge world map where we placed red chairs to represent those 61 million

children in the five continents. We then presented the signatures to the Cooperation Department of the

Alliance with the media

The Red Chair

participate in their programme. Fernando Monsalve (Delegate), 

José Manuel Moreno (technician) and Mawi Justo (Entreculturas 

volunteer), had the opportunity to share the Delegation’s most 

relevant activities such as The Red Chair or the 

Solidarity Race.

In November, Radio Neo FM gave the 

Sevilla Delegation the opportunity to 

SEVILLA: INTERVIEW 

IN THE PROGRAMME 

“PUERTA ABIERTA”

The Entreculturas Project promoted by Raquel del Rosario and with

which we participated in the Award “Take care of yourself 2012” of

the Mia magazine, was targeted to empower women in Ixcan,

Guatemala. Cecilia Vazquez, director of the Association Puente de

Paz, our local partner in Guatemala, gave a conference at the

Huelva University on October 2012 on this issue. University students

were able to learn about the work carried out by this association

with the native populations in the Ixcan area. 

CONFERENCE IN 

HUELVA REGARDING

WOMEN IN GUATEMALA 



Foreign Office in order to give the Spanish government the message that tens of thousands of people were

asking not to reduce the line of the Official Aid for Development allotted to basic education in the Sate

Annual Budget for 2013. 

Solidarity education

Publication on the history of the ten years of the Youth Solidarity Network 

In 2012 we published a report based on all the inputs assembled during the ten years of work of the Youth

Solidarity Network. This report shows the main lines of action of this youth initiative and the conclusions

reached regarding how this experience helps boys and girls to live human values and attitudes of solida-

rity and social commitment.

In addition, the 3rd Global Encounter of the Youth Solidarity Network was held in Guadarrama,

Madrid. ¡Zanmitay! (which means “friendship” in Haitian criollo), was the most repeated word during the

encounter. 

Under the motto “It’s our world, it’s our voice” the encounter was attended by over 80 teachers and 150

youth, among which were 4 students, 1 teacher and the head of the Fe y Alegría Nicaragua Youth Leadership

Programme and 2 students, 1 teacher and the head of the “schools” Programme for the Jesuit Refugee Ser-

vice in Colombia. These international education networks, which are working since 2011, promote encoun-

ter and exchange of experiences among youth of different contexts that are being educated and participa-

ting to build a fairer world.

On-line intercultural education and co-education courses

For the third year running, between April and July 2012, the Entreculturas on-line education course

took place. With 43 students participating, debate was promoted on the basic lines of an education direc-

ted towards a global and intercultural citizenship. Likewise, teachers were given theoretical-practical tools

to use in their work.

Between September and December, the on-line course on coeducation from a global perspective

took place. On this occasion, 35 students had the chance to approach this education method that is based

on the equality principle and the non-discrimination between men and women. Students have been very

positive in the evaluation of the contents and methodology of the on-line courses, pointing out that they have

given them the necessary tools to integrate intercultural education and co-education in their own contexts.

28

In February, the International Student Fair “AULA 2012”, was held

at IFEMA with the main universities attending. In this education

space, the Madrid Entreculturas Delegation was present to remind

that education is one of the main tools to build a fairer world. 

THE RIGHT TO 

EDUCATION AT THE

FAIR “AULA 2012” 

IN MADRID

The Institute IES Ben-Arabí of Cartagena, Murcia, gives every 

year the Jacinto Alcaraz Mellado Award to those persons or 

institutions that have carried out relevant work in favour of 

solidarity in the region of Murcia. In 2012, the Education Centre

Severo Ochoa de los Garres (Murcia) was awarded for its Youth

Solidarity Network Project. 

“JACINTO ALCARAZ

MELLADO” AWARD TO

THE YOUTH SOLIDARITY

NETWORK IN MURCIA
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Advocacy and mobilization

Follow up of the Spanish political cooperation policies 

In the framework of a permanent line of work of follow up and analysis of the Spanish cooperation policies,

in 2012 Entreculturas, Alboan and Fundación ETEA published the report “The Official Aid for De-

velopment in Spotlight” a study on both central and autonomic cooperation during the period 2007-

2010, in order to compare the set priorities and commitments with the final reality of amounts allotted for

this purpose. 

According to the report, if the Official Aid for Development increased by 20 points between 2004 and

2008 (from 0.23% to 0.43% of the Gross National Product), from this year until 2012 it has dropped sig-

nificantly and is now close to the 2004 levels and therefore very far away from the 0.7% committment. 

The public presentation of the document was attended by Juan López-Dóriga, Director of the Spanish

Agency for International Cooperation and Development (AECID), who stated that education coo-

peration would be a priority in the new Spanish Cooperation Director Plan. 

In this same line of defending the Official Aid for Development in the face of government cuts, Luis Aran-

cibia, Entreculturas’ Deputy Director, participated in October in a Senate hearing of the Interna-

tional Cooperation Commission, where, after informing briefly on Entreculturas, he addressed reflections

and proposals to influence the new Cooperation Director Plan, drawing attention on the need to continue

funding basic education and cooperation development.

Entreculturas has also studied the evolution of cooperation at regional level and the degree of keeping up

commitments of universal education by the regional governments. In Galicia, for example, the NGOs par-

ticipating in the Global Campaign for Education, (Entreculturas is among them), published a report “The

Official Aid for Education in Galicia: an analysis of the regional cooperation 2006-2010” this being

the first analysis of the Galicia regional cooperation at autonomic and local level. 

In Andalucía, the Andalucía Agency for International Cooperation Development organized, in De-

cember, the seminar “Cooperate in education” organized by Entreculturas in order to get together the

different entities that work in cooperation development at autonomic and local level. The opening was atten-

After the 3rd Global Encounter of the Youth Solidarity Network, the

4 students, the teacher and the head of the Fe y Alegría Nicaragua

Youth Leadership Programme, travelled to Valencia to visit the

Entreculturas Delegation. A group of over 20 people welcomed

them and thanked them for their testimony on their education and

transforming experience in a country like Nicaragua.

NICARAGUA FE 

Y ALEGRÍA MEMBERS

VISIT VALENCIA
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ded by José Luis Pérez, Vice-Counsellor of the Local Administration and Institutional Relations of the Junta

de Andalucía, who stressed that “education is an essential tool for development and therefore needs con-

tinuous funding, therefore the Junta de Andalucía, in spite of the difficult times it is going through, would not

stop it”.

He also encouraged NGOs to participate in the new Director Plan of Development Cooperation of Anda-

lucía which is currently being worked on.

In the framework of this seminar, Entreculturas and the Fundación ETEA presented the report: “Work divi-

sion and complementary work in the Andalucía cooperation development: education for the

2006-2010 period”. A study that shows the difficulties of the de-centralized cooperation regarding budget

cuts and lack of cash to meet committed payments as well as the need to promote coordination and comple-

mentary principles so as to show the differential qualities of cooperation from a regional and local level. 

To maintain cooperation and commitment with education are two key elements to face a time of crisis that

needs solidarity actions and joint solutions that may favour justice and human rights development in a glo-

bal world.

Global Action Week 2012

Under the motto “Rights from the Start, for a quality education from birth” the Global Campaign for

Education, led in Spain by Entreculturas, Educación sin Fronteras and Ayuda en Acción, developed its Glo-

bal Action Week at international level from April 23 to 29. 

This year’s main objective was to build The Great Image, a big collage with which to demonstrate the

importance that education has in the first years of life and ask political leaders a greater commitment when

allocating the necessary funds to guarantee universal education. 

For this purpose all people involved in the campaign (children, teachers, adults in literacy programmes, fami-

lies, civil society...) were asked to make different images regarding what education means for them and to

accompany those drawings with messages to politicians in order to remind them on their promise to invest

in education for all.

In Madrid, The Great Image was completed on April 25th with the drawings and collage of over 200 stu-

dents of the 14 participating schools in the main act. 

Gonzalo Robles, Cooperation Secretary General, signed the panel at the end of his intervention.

“We will be in Latin America, Northern Africa and Western Africa trying to guarantee access to education

On April 25th the main act of the Global Action Week took place 

in Cordoba. The Activity Hall of the Municipality welcomed over 

180 people (between students, teachers, parents and Delegation

volunteers) who participated in the “Great Image”. The Delegate 

of Social Welfare of Cordoba, Dolores Sánchez; the Counsellor 

for Family, Education and Infancy of the Municipality, María Jesús

Botella and the Counsellor for Youth and Cooperation Veronica

Martos, signed symbolically the campaign’s manifesto and joined

the balloon party outside the Hall.

GLOBAL ACTION 

WEEK IN CORDOBA
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for those who most need it. Without education, an inclusive development is not possible” he said. Persona-

lities such Hugo Silva, José Coronado, Jimmy Castro, Juan Luis Cano and Veronica Echegui, among others,

added their voices to the Global Campaign to demand the importance of an early quality education for all,

from 0 to 6 years old.

The Campaign’s work had a special highlight on the 16th, 17th and 18th of November with the setting up

of an International Seminary on the challenges of Civil Society facing the right to education in the world.

The seminar with international and national organizers and participants of the Campaign, was a useful tool

to exchange experiences and good practices and to plan Global Action Week 2013.

Networking with other organizations

The commitment to networking continues to be a priority for Entreculturas, who is a member of the board

of the Spanish NGO Coordinator and actively participates in several autonomic coordinators.

At the same time we are involved in other joint initiatives such as the work group of organizations that defend

infancy in international cooperation or REDES (Network of Entities for Solidarity Development) that among

other activities, is coordinating the Campaign “Africa, a matter of life, a matter of debt”. 

The short film “He was not me”, undoubtedly symbolizes the success of networking that Entreculturas

is constantly working for. Thus, Alboan, Amnesty International, Entreculturas, Fundación El Compromiso and

Save the Children supported the presentation of the film “He was not me”, by the director Esteban Beltrán,

the previous days of the International Day against the use of Child Soldiers (February 12th). 

This short film is about the difficulties facing the boys and girls who have been child soldiers when it comes

to being themselves again. The opening evening in Madrid was a big success with all seats sold out. There

followed a press conference with a great media attendance.

In order to reinforce the message, the organizations published the report “Child soldiers in the world.

Complementary data by countries, updated in April 2011”. According to this report, over 11,000 child

soldiers had been freed during the last year. However, the report also states that governments and armed

groups of at least 15 countries are currently still recruiting children.

Education and participation: a possible dream

At the end of the year, Entreculturas presented the fourth report of its red collection “Education and par-

ticipation. A possible dream”. This publication seeks to investigate in the double concept participate-

educate, that is to say, explore in which way and up to what extent to favour democratic participation of the

During 2012, Vigo has been one of the cities participating in the 

different activities organized by the REDES coalition. For example,

the Vigo airport held the photo exhibition “Africa and Health”. On the

other hand, in the city’s education centres a workshop, by an African

woman, on “African cares” on maternity, infancy and natural medici-

ne, was offered. On May 12th, “The Feast of Africa” was held with

different workshops and musical shows.

VIGO PARTICIPATES 

IN THE ACTIVITIES 

OF REDES

Entreculturas, as a member of the “Alianza Aragonesa against

Poverty”, participated at the end of October at an event in the 

university campus: a popular lunch, accompanied by information

panels and conferences inspired by the FREEGAN movement

begun by Tristam Stuart with his book “Waste”. The initiative 

sought to share thinking on our current life system that, according 

to the author, is based on the waste of resources and the 

agro-food business tyranny that impoverishes the majority to 

enrich a small elite.

POPULAR FOOD AND

CONFERNECES AGAINST

POVERTY IN ARAGÓN
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students implies the improvement of their education and promotes peaceful living in an increasingly plu-

ral society. 

For this purpose, three study cases are used based in Entreculturas projects: the rural community scho-

ols in Guera, Chad; the training processes and non-formal education for citizen participation promoted

by the Centro Bonó in Dominican Republic, and finally the Entreculturas Youth Solidarity Network

in Spain, a programme through which training, reflection and setting up of solidarity actions by youth help

to develop values and experience that social change is possible.

In addition to the representatives of the departments of Studies and Advocacy and Development Education,

guests from the South, Adef Outrone Awada, member of the Fe y Alegría Chad team and Roque Feliz,

Deputy Director of the Centro Bonó in Dominican Republic, toured several Spanish cities (Madrid, Valladolid,

Badajoz, Santiago de Compostela, A Coruña and Zaragoza) to present this report. 

Delegation tours: spreading the message 

Also visiting were Rampe Lobo, South Africa Director for the Jesuit Refugee Service, who was in Madrid,

Zaragoza and Valladolid to talk about the reality of urban refugees and Ambrosie Dorino Gabriel, Haiti

Fe y Alegría Director, who visited Mallorca, Santiago de Compostela, A Coruña and Madrid to share his

experiences on the situation in Haiti, two years after the earthquake.

Mario Serrano, director of the Centro Bonó in Dominican Republic, had the chance to explain in Cordoba

and Madrid the achievements of the Coalitions for a Dignified Education in his country. 

Victor Murillo, Colombia Fe y Alegría Director, spoke in Logroño and Santander on the importance of

quality education in exclusion contexts. 

And Cecilia Vázquez, coordinator of the Association Puente de Paz in Ixcán, took to Sevilla and Huelva

the voice of the native women of Guatemala. 

Finally, Silvio Gutiérrez, Deputy Director of Fe y Alegría Nicaragua, visited Sevilla, Córdoba, Málaga, Huelva

and Granada to accompany the presentation of the report “Work division and complementary work in the

Andalucía cooperation development: education for the period 2006-2010”, previously mentioned. 

Ignacio Suñol, Coordinator for the International Fe y Alegría Federation; Irene Guía, ex National Director

of the Jesuit Refugee Service in Rwanda and Wooldy Edson Louidor, Regional Advocacy and Communi-

cation Coordinator for Haiti of the Latin America and Caribbean Jesuit Refugee Service (SJR LAC), sho-

wed us in Madrid the reality of where they live and their work. 

Around 180 students between 13 and 17 years old of the Institute

“IES Tirant lo Blanch”, in Elche, attended an awareness raising 

workshop in March in which they saw the problems of so many 

children who find themselves involved in guerrillas. The workshop

was held in the framework of the Week for Children’s Rights that 

the Institute organizes every year. 

WORKSHOP ON CHILD

SOLDIERS IN ELCHE

On November 29th, Entreculturas presented the report “Education

and participation. A possible dream”, at the Fonseca Centre in 

A Coruña, with the attendance of Adef Roque and Valeria Méndez

de Vigo (from the Entreculturas Department of Studies and

Advocacy). Also present was Abel Caballero, volunteer of the 

A Coruña Delegation. Around 40 people attended the event. 

PRESENTATION IN 

A CORUÑA OF THE

REPORT “EDUCATION

AND PARTICIPATION”
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Fe y Alegría Federation Public Action Programme

The International Fe y Alegría Federation Public Action Programme, whose coordination is led by Entrecultu-

ras, offered the on-line course “Public advocacy: building democracy between all” (November 2011-

May 2012). The course offered a specific training on advocacy from the key notions of advocacy and lobb-

ying to the tool for the diagnosis and strategy planning, with a perspective to the right to education, gender

equity and participation.

It is the Federation’s first on-line advocacy course and marks a highlight for the Programme and for Fe y

Alegría in several aspects, among which: the on line system allowed the training to reach not only to those

linked to the programme but to all personnel of the regional offices and school teachers and directors;

training materials were designed and were available for each Fe y Alegría and school to carry out advocacy

processes in their context. Participating were 91 people from Fe y Alegría, Social Centres and Christian

Communities. 

The high percentage of course compliance and the high degree of satisfaction expressed by the students

showed the convenience and usefulness of the course for advocacy work.

The Programme represents the Fe y Alegría Federation in regional and international forums of debate and

advocacy in favour of the right to education. 

During 2012, the programme participated in the Assembly of the Latin American Campaign for the Right

to Education, of which it is a member and kept up a dialogue with the Global Campaign for Education. 

In the framework of the international debate on the revision of the Dakar Objectives (Education for All) the

Programme participated in the Meeting of the Collective Consultation of NGOs, promoted by UNES-

CO, and was held in Paris in October 2012, in order to debate progress and possibilities of the meeting

of objectives set for 2015 and to define the post-2015 education.

The Public Action Programme also coordinates the Global Ignatian Advocacy Networks (GIAN) of the

Society of Jesus. This is why it organized the International Workshop of the Education Network in Madrid

from July 16th to 20th. 

The objectives of the meeting were to raise awareness and training on the right to education, identify a pos-

sible international advocacy strategy on education and strengthen and support the local and regional advo-

cacy initiatives. Participating were 24 people from several Jesuit conferences: CPAL, JESAM, Southern Asia

and Europe, international networks such as the FIFYA and JRS, NGOs like Entreculturas and Alboan and

Jesuit Universities such as the Iberoamerican. 
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Institutional Relations

Entreculturas solidarity race: “Run for a cause, run for education”

En 2012, Entreculturas started the solidarity race “Run for a cause, run for education”, an event that hel-

ped raise awareness among the Spanish population on the right to education. The first edition of the race

was held on January 22nd. 

Over 3,000 people participated in addition to 175 volunteers and around 30 corporations among which

were Sacyr Vallehermoso, Mapfre, HP, Fremap, the Municipality of Madrid, Fundación Fernando Pombo,

Coca-Cola, Corricolari-Correr and Caja Madrid. 

The runners carried during the race a small back pack with education materials (pencils, paper and books)

which they gave at the finishing line as a donation. 20 boxes of material were collected and given to the

Pueblos Unidos Centre in Madrid for school support of children in unfavourable contexts of the region.

In addition to this symbol with which the participants showed their commitment with the right to universal

education, over 77,000 Euros were collected with the running fees which were allotted to a programme

for child literacy and teacher training in Angola. 

Networking: Fiare Banca Ética, Pueblos Unidos and CSR Observatory

Among the various networking initiatives we carry out with other organizations it is worth emphasizing the

progress made with Fiare Banca Ética, having started the integration process with Banca Populare Ética

and having held the first Fiare membership Assembly with over 350 participants from all over Spain. 

It is also worth mentioning the work carried out with other organizations that are close to Entreculturas,

such as Pueblos Unidos, with whom, in collaboration with the Fundacion Fernando Pombo, we have held

a joint session to reflect on the need to find a common language between the business world and NGOs. 

Likewise, we also collaborate with Pueblos Unidos through the Entreculturas race, gathering school mate-

rial for all the supporting activities this organization carries out. 

Lastly, during 2012 we became members of the board of the Corporate Social Responsibility

Observatory. With this step, we reinforce our commitment with these institutions whose basic objectives

are to influence the private and public sector on issues related to CSR and the awareness raising and trans-

formation of the civil society in order to achieve a scenario which is sustainable, socially, economically and

environmentally.
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Technical Volunteers

One more year, we have offered from Entreculturas, the possibility of carrying technical voluntary work to

employees of our collaborating companies during their holiday season. 

This year, employees of Accenture, Banco de Santander and ICAI have visited Guatemala, Panama,

Uruguay, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru and Bolivia.

During two weeks they have had the opportunity to work closely with the Fe y Alegría teams in those coun-

tries and become familiar with the projects of Entreculturas. 

Furthermore, they have contributed in improving the website of the Fe y Alegría International Federation

both in terms of design and content. 

Received awards: ABC, INESE and Donate your Mobile

During 2012 Entreculturas has received several awards among which is worth highlighting the second

prize of the ABC Solidario Awards earned due to our work in defence of the rights of education for all;

and the INESE award based on our project to improve our quality education project in Masisi (Democratic

Republic of Congo).

Lastly, the Corresponsables magazine recognized our campaign Donate your Mobile with their award as

one of the best CSR initiatives of the year. 

This campaign which we organized jointly with the Red Cross has been in place for over 8 years and in

2012 collected 80,813 mobile phones with which a total of 82,288 Euros were obtained and used in envi-

ronmental and education development projects among the less favoured groups.

Collaborations that add up

During 2012 we have reinforced at Entreculturas our collaborations with businesses entities and have increa-

sed the number of companies that grant us a percentage of their activity.

Some examples are the collaboration scheme we have with the Restaurant La Musa that gives us a per-

centage of the aperitifs consumed by their clients; the agreement signed with Masmóvil as a consequen-

ce of which the clients that choose us will give 10 per cent of the total monthly invoice to Entreculturas; or

the collaborations with the on line Shopciable and Tickcode from whom we receive a percentage of all

purchases carried out through their platforms.

Technical Volunteers

The Donate your Mobile Campaign was present at the match 

held on March 3rd in the José Zorrilla stadium in Valladolid, where

the Real Valladolid was playing against the Celta of Vigo. The target

was to collect mobile phones during the match to raise funds 

for social and environmental projects managed by Entreculturas 

and the Red Cross. 

“DONATE YOUR MOBILE”

IN THE REAL VALLADOLID

MATCH AGIANST THE

CELTA OF VIGO
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In spite of the difficulties, we can state that poverty may be eradicated and that humanity has more than enough

technical, human and financial means to guarantee a life with dignity for all. At Entreculturas we focus our projects

on the less favoured populations and in exclusion, working with them, helping them to become agents of their own

development and cooperating in order to enable them to have opportunities for their education and their future.



Our cooperation work is based on four pillars: the strategic relation with our local partners; par-

ticipation of the less favoured population, communities and people in exclusion and vulnerable

situations; networking and continuous search for alliances and the relation and incardination

with the Society of Jesus. 

We address each act of cooperation in our projects as transforming agents of the local context. This is why

all our actions have education as a central axe. We are convinced that education is the best tool to build

a fairer world. 

At the same time, accountability in our management and evaluation of our results targeted to continuous

improvements in our procedures are essential in our work. During 2012 we have promoted a total of 16

project and programme evaluations which have allowed us to learn and improve our action in the South.

On the other hand, the financial and process audits both external and internal have been constant during

the past year. We are particularly proud of this special audit we were subject to, on our work regarding the

Haiti earthquake. 

At the same time, it has helped us guarantee the transparency in our funds management, especially use-

ful in order to design an operating protocol with which to reinforce at institutional level our local partner in

Haiti, Foi et Joie (Fe y Alegría). 

Entreculturas’ work with our partners is based on stable alliances with relationships among equals that

promote mutual exchange and enrichment. The relationship with our partners is based on shared principles,

common objectives and multiple links. In the case of Fe y Alegría and the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS), there

is a double identification since Entreculturas is a member of both networks. 

In addition to our two main travelling companions, Fe y Alegría and the Jesuit Refugee Service, working in

Latin America and Africa, during 2012 we have also worked with 60 other local partners. 
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Fe y Alegría

Fe y Alegría (FyA) International is a Popular Education Movement that works mainly in Latin America in the

promotion and development of the poorest populations, striving to give access to education to the less favou-

red populations. Fe y Alegría is born in 1955 in one of the suburbs of Caracas, promoted by a Jesuit, Father

José Mª Vélaz SJ, to assist a hundred children with no school. 

Fe y Alegría promotes an education that seeks transformation from and with the communities in order to

build a society with justice, fraternity, democracy and participation in the poor areas of 19 countries.

The Fe y Alegría schools assist more than 1,529,063 students. These 19 countries make up the International

Fe y Alegría Federation, directed by the Society of Jesus, with a vast participation of other religious institu-

tes and laymen who work together with a plural spirit but at the same time in a union in which Entreculturas

participates. www.feyalegria.org

Jesuit Refugee Service

The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) is an international organization working in more than 50 countries with

the mission to accompany, serve and defend the rights of the refugees and displaced throughout the world. 

The mission of the JRS includes assisting all those who have left their homes due to conflicts, humanitarian

disasters or human rights violations. The JRS activity is focused on children and adult education program-

mes, social services and counselling, pastoral attention, health care and advocacy. At present it is working

in 50 countries. www.jrs.net
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“Education, understood as a public good, should promote social

participation and generate citizen conscience. 

The debate on education and the organization of the education

system should be open and inclusive, because this is the path to

ensure that the right to education may become a reality and that 

its benefits may reach every member of society regardless of their

social condition”. 

FE Y ALEGRÍA, 

XXXVI INTERNATIONAL

CONGRESS
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Argentina 5,034 62 4,260 698 229 10,283 35 577

Bolivia 155,468 6,312 102,936 2,874 - 267,590 563 9,565

Brasil 4,450 - 19,352 646 5,071 29,519 101 966 

Chad 7,621 - - 130 - 7,751 28 25 

Chile 6,499 - 15,334 457 24,548 46,838 66 707 

Colombia 77,782 - 121,007 2,615 86,182 287,586 360 4,207 

Dominican Rep. 31,985 - 33,690 2,400 42,500 110,575 155 2,445 

Ecuador 26,483 20,288 1,647 78 17,385 65,881 260 2,600

El Salvador 12,252 5,000 2,875 533 - 20,660 25 526

Guatemala 13,985 - 3,394 581 8,319 26,279 67 787

Haiti 13,157 - 6,803 258 22 20,240 51 529 

Honduras 2,641 1,934 3,837 101 1,417 9,930 36 144 

Nicaragua 11,073 - 53,591 777 7,809 73,250 - 591

Panama 471 - 5,847 1,221 151 7,690 44 152 

Paraguay 11,093 4,659 4,405 406 7,358 27,921 154 903 

Peru 77,569 2,221 45,712 2,871 84,890 213,263 223 4,399 

Spain - - 2,595 302 - 2,897 1,300 729

Uruguay 918 - 962 50 271 2,201 19 178 

Venezuela 119,726 18,118 112,822 9,521 38,522 298,709 703 14,500 

Total 578,207 58,594 541,069 26,519 324,674 1,529,063 4,190 44,530

Countries
Formal 

School

Education

Part time 

and Radio

Based

Education

Teacher

Training

Alternative

Non Formal

Education

Community

Promotion and

Development

Services

TOTAL

GENERALPromotion and

Development

Students and participants
Total

Schools
Total

Personnel

2011 Statistics for the International Fe y Alegría Federation
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Countries
Education Psychosocial/

pastoral

LivelihoodsEmergency Advocacy/

protection

Healthcare TOTALPsychosocial/
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Eastern Africa

Ethiopia 465 4,465 1,770 4,280 1,650 12,630

Kenya 410 3,990 6,165 170 655 9,975 21,365

Sudan 11,575 680 25 12,280

South Sudan 26,670 260 70 965 27,965

Uganda 285 5,030 205 795 460 6,775

Great Lakes

Burundi 48,950 48,950

DR of Congo (Kivu) 10,730 600 11,330

Rwanda 12,160 780 12,940

Southern Africa 

Angola 20 700 60 780

DR of Congo (Katanga) 1,230 1,230

Malawi 5,455 2,390 50 7,895

South Africa 2,360 60 2,920 150 3,000 1,420 9,910

Zimbabwe 410 65 460 2 937

West Africa

Central African Republic 13,500 12,570 2,840 5,000 125 34,035

Chad 59,610 8,430 155 68,195

Ivory Coast 9,930 9,930

Latin America and Caribbean

Brasil 800 800

Colombia 130 7,635 1,520 155 10,595 745 20,780

Ecuador 325 255 90 6,160 6,830

Haiti 535 535

Panama 120 200 220 20 615 185 1,360

Venezuela 300 375 50 120 3,665 35 4,545

Total people 155,915 42,380 19,025 57,845 32,150 14,682 321,997



Agreement for the reconstruction of the education system in South Sudan
(AECID)

During 2012, Entreculturas and the JRS have ended their work for the reconstruction of the education

system in South Sudan through the Agreement with the AECID, achieving significant results in pro-

viding access to a quality education for children, youth and adults as well as promoting a peaceful living

among displaced persons and refugees who have returned to their country of origin when the conflict ended. 

During this past year, efforts have been focused on handing over the work to local education authorities and

other agents in order to guarantee sustainability of the work in the areas of Nimule y Lobone. 

Technical Education Agreement (AECID)

In 2012, almost all the projects of the Technical Education Agreement were completed. The Fe y Alegrías

of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay and Venezuela ended their work. This allowed them to start the “Educa-

tion for work” programmes for youth and adult skill training to enable them to join the labour market with

better skills and better jobs and therefore improve their living conditions. Colombia will still continue the

technical education during a few more months of 2013. 

Quality Education Agreement (AECID)

2012 has been the second year of execution of the Improvement of Quality Education for social inser-

tion of vulnerable populations in Latin America, co-financed by the Spanish Agency for International

Cooperation and Development (AECID). During the year, 37 projects have been carried out in 14 countries.

Projects are focused on increasing education access, improving its quality, technical training and design

and carrying out advocacy strategies for public education policies. 

With the collaboration of the AECID, a system was developed for the evaluation and improvement of qua-

lity education which has been running for 8 years in Latin America. In this framework, and as part of the

agreement, in 2011 a second evaluation in the Latin America area was carried out which allowed to

compare quality education in a broad sense in several centres of similar socio economic contexts. The work

of 2012 has been focused on updating the situation of each of the centres and establishing new impro-

vement plans for each one of them. 
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Quality Education Programme (TELEFÓNICA)

During 2012, work has begun on the collaboration programme that Entreculturas signed at the end of 2011

with Fundación Telefónica to implement the programme to Improve the Quality Education System of

the International Fe y Alegría Federation.

This system is applied in 60 centres (10 public schools) in which Fundación Telefónica is already present

through its Pro niño Programme: Colombia, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, Panama and Peru. 

The first phase of evaluation was completed with the participation of directors, teachers, students, fami-

lies and communities in which the centres are inserted. Now the phase of reflection has started in which,

with the data obtained in the previous step, reports will be prepared as a base to design the Improvement

Plan of each centre. 

Support Programme following the earthquake in Haiti (several financial
donors) 

2012 has been the third year the Haitians have had to face after the earthquake that hit their country in

January 2012. 

From the beginning, Entreculturas has shown its commitment supporting Fe y Alegría Haiti (Foi et Joie) in

the framework of a programme promoted by the XAVIER NETWORK (European Jesuit NGO Network). 

Both Entreculturas and Alboan, Fundaçao Gonzalo da Silveira, and Jesuitenmission have participated in this

three year programme which has focused on four main priorities: the increase of education coverage

by building new classrooms; technical education for youth in skills necessary for the reconstruction

work; teacher training oriented to guarantee quality education and lastly the emergency education for

children who still live in camps for displaced people. 

This last line of work has been gradually closing during the year because some of the camps were closing

and others like the Canaan camp, is becoming part of the city in the outskirts of Puerto Príncipe where the

school is now a permanent centre. 

Cáritas Madrid has also contributed to the Programme. Its work has been focused in the technical edu-

cation for youth in five centres in Puerto Príncipe, with training in 13 specialty reconstruction skills. 
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“LIGHT for GIRLS” fund (Victoria Gómez-Trénor)

In May 2012, Entreculturas and Victoria Gómez-Trénor signed a special collaboration agreement, “LIGHT

for GIRLS” fund. The creation of this fund shows the shared interest on the difficulties that many girls face

in many parts of the world. This collaboration focuses on girls and works to rescue and highlight all those

initiatives to support their development in which we work, through the different areas of Entreculturas. 

Thanks to this fund, support will be given to activities targeted to improve girl’s conditions and the diminis-

hment of their suffering in extreme or urgent situations. In addition, with this fund we want to name, de-

nounce and raise awareness on the breach of rights suffered by girls and women throughout the

world. It is a special agreement that will set the steps of the organization in the following years.

During 2012, this fund has enabled the assistance of refugees who have been displaced as a consequen-

ce of the war in East Congo (in the Nord Kivu area), especially to women. Support has also been given to

a project in South Bolivia in order to defend the rights of native women in rural areas and three projects

have been set up: Education for girls and youth in Darfur (Sudan), Attention for girls and youth victims of

sexual violence in Bukavu (Congo) and school enrolment for native girls Guatemala.

The “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund created in a bank account of the banca ética “Fiare” –of which Entreculturas

is part of–, is open for all those who wish to join this initiative. 

Job skills training programme (ACCENTURE)

The Training for Job insertion and Self Employment Programme in Latin America, financed by Accenture,

for technical education students in deprived contexts of Latin America has contributed, in its second year,

to the training of over 15,000 students in technical courses. 4 on-line courses have also been carried out

for specific training for youth. 

In addition almost 9,000 people from 8 countries have had job skills training and over 3,600 have been

supported in job insertions. Over 2,800 youth have been hired with the support of this programme.

This challenge, in addition to its excellent results, also seeks quality both in the training and in the hiring pro-

cesses, adapting always to local reality. 

The programme started with 8 countries and so far 10 have participated and we are hoping that others may

join in order to benefit from the acquired learning.
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Programmes in Africa and Latin America (INDITEX)

Thanks to the programme supported by Inditex in Africa with the Jesuit Refugee (JRS), the following objecti-

ves are being achieved: over 1,500 boys and girls have access to education in South Africa, 30 schools have

received school equipment in South Sudan, 13,000 children receive school materials in Central Africa Re-

public and over 1,300 families have received training and equipment to guarantee food security in Burundi.

On the other hand, the programme for quality education improvement and social inclusion in Latin

America, also financed by Inditex, is in its second year. During 2012 many activities have been carried out

regarding the promotion of quality education in the less favoured contexts and training to enable access to

jobs and promote social inclusion in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

Last of all, the second Programme for local integration for displaced persons and refugees in Co-

lombia communities started at the end of 2012 and is due to last three years. During this time the popu-

lation affected by the conflict both in Colombia and in the bordering countries (Ecuador, Panama and Ve-

nezuela) will be assisted in order to favour their integration, give them opportunities and defend their rights. 

“The international cooperation agreements are pluri annual tools

based on trust and dialogue relationships among the various 

players that participate and allow for counting on a stable financial

scheme and a regional application in a model that improves 

overall Project quality. 

These agreements are a 

pertinent tool since they force

NGOs to apply and exceed 

quality indicators that improve

their own doing... and beyond all,

we cannot lose sight that these

tools, due to their characteristics,

transform people’s lives and

bring them hope. Education is a 

process, not a single act; this is

why the medium and long term

agreements are so relevant”.

LUIS ARANCIBIA,

ENTRECULTURAS

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
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During the last decades, Entreculturas and Fe y Alegría have carried out a general effort in Latin

America to promote changes that will allow improving the education systems in the region. How-

ever, there are still important problems such as a deep inequality in the access, process and achievements

in education as well as a poor quality which do not answer the needs of the diversity of people and contexts,

especially those that suffer poverty and exclusion. 

The Latin American school has in its structure the social inequalities of the different societies where it works.

This is why the improvement of quality education in its centres and in the rest of the public network is currently

one of Fe y Alegría’s main challenges.

For Fe y Alegría, to promote the right to a quality education implies abolishing all the barriers that limit access

to education or continuity of studies, either those who discriminate persons or those segmented by a socio-

economic group. 

We strive to encourage a public universal education, inclusive and equal: an understanding that quality edu-

cation is inseparable from equality. 

In order to guarantee the quality education offered in its schools, Fe y Alegría promoted in 2004, thanks

to the agreement of Quality Education Improvement for social insertion of vulnerable populations in Latin

America, co-financed by Entreculturas and the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation and Develop-

ment (AECID), a process of self-evaluation of its education centres that led them to elaborate the specific

Improvement Plans for each one of them. 

In 2011 a new evaluation was set up in order to identify the progress, based in the Improvement Plans,

which had been achieved in each school and in 2012, new Improvement Plans have been produced, thus

establishing a permanent evaluation process to achieve quality standards.

At the same time Entreculturas has initiated, in 2012, the agreement it signed with the Fundación Telefónica

at the end of 2011 to implement the programme Improvement of the Quality Education System of the Inter-

national Fe y Alegría Federation in 60 other schools in Colombia, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, Panama

and Peru, which will increase the impact of Fe y Alegría and its education proposal.©
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Regional Latin America 993,318! 1,146,994! 1,771,808! 1,188,297.57!
Argentina 626,147! 340,128! 300,294! 314,425.11!
Bolivia 1,192,534! 1,092,665! 829,260! 764,654.36!
Brazil 215,297! 364,395! 485,081! 337,783.56!
Chile 162,435! 203,875! 147,953! 144,052.91!
Colombia 592,098! 291,766! 561,588! 361,277.51!
Dominican Republic 1,597,230! 707,851! 427,089! 325,580.38!
Ecuador 1,322,078! 1,389,151! 657,274! 584,593.56!
El Salvador 425,634! 289,288! 313,269! 336,990.85!
Guatemala 883,475! 447,894! 453,383! 326,597.58!
Haiti 48,330! 2,547,495! 982,467! 371,238.32!
Honduras 274,487! 158,203! 376,289! 160,631.96!
Mexico 296,710! 307,680! 284,034.47!
Nicaragua 1,010,519! 713,163! 1,161,218! 614,601.57!
Panama 176,335! 142,626! 195,979! 184,758.34!
Paraguay 698,058! 455,112! 602,588! 422,180.17!
Peru 2,269,570! 1,734,739! 1,292,061! 1,863,192.52!
Uruguay 36,900! 92,426! 92,426! 97,526.45!
Venezuela 227,541! 267,199! 374,251! 345,100.44!

Total 12,807,947! 12,681,682! 11,335,958! 9,027,517.64!

Countries 2009 2010 20122011

COOPERATION EVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
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As in Latin America, Entreculturas has continued to promote, during 2012, a quality education in Africa, main-

ly through the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) that works in emergency contexts with displaced and

refugee populations throughout the continent. 

On this occasion, efforts have been focused on three main issues: the worsening of the conflict in the De-

mocratic Republic of Congo, the continuous chronic crisis in Sudan and the complex and unsustainable

crisis in Somalia. This has required working with internally displaced people East of Congo, in the Central

African Republic and Darfur (Sudan); in refugee camps such as Dollo Ado (Ethiopia), Dzaleka (Malawi) or

Guereda (Chad); and in big cities such as Johannesburg or Nairobi. It has always been our commitment to

provide a quality education for this extremely vulnerable population, adapting it to its difficult realities and

trying to make it a possible tool for protection and a path towards peace. 

In addition, with the Noland campaign, Entreculturas tried to make visible these forgotten realities and bring

them close to Spanish society, thus implicating more agents in an effort to defend the dignity and right of

these people. 

The experience of the JRS, together with the years of joint work with Entreculturas, is a guarantee for the

viability and success in our cooperation projects. 

However and always guided by an instinct of continuous improvement, in 2012 we have continued to pro-

mote our trust and understanding with our main counterpart in the African continent. For this purpose and

also to promote its strengthening as an institution, we held in Madrid a meeting with the members of the

International JRS Office and its regional directors, finding new mechanisms for the improvement and effi-

ciency of our joint interventions. 

In addition to the JRS, Entreculturas is increasingly working with Fe y Alegría, a new counterpart in Africa.

For over four years, Entreculturas is accompanying the process of the creation of Fe y Alegría Chad.

After these years, we can state that the education model of Fe y Alegría is possible in Africa. We have also

seen that this experience can also be taken to new African contexts such as Zimbabwe, Kenya or Sudan. 

There is still a lot to be done, but we have already achieved that the popular education seed is starting to

grow and may slowly become one of our big commitments of our work in Africa.
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Regional Africa 70,000! 85,000! 63,176! 79,000.00!
Angola 27,500! 37,500! 37,210! 30,795.56!
Burundi 666,315! 570,197! 546,599! 490,304.44!
Cameroon 256,483! 30,000! 15,000! 8,000.00!
Central African Rep. 311,831! 395,648! 362,306! 366,492.22!
Chad 80,000! 133,199! 192,939! 415,660.18!
DR of Congo 89,543! 1,153,171! 525,593! 60,170.00!
Ethiopia 60,000! 517,996! 140,305.08!
Ivory Coast 150,370! 46,162! 20,000! 70,489.27!
Kenya 283,477! 76,500! 233,363! 117,222.64!
Malawi 601,111! 15,000! 279,533! 17,616.73!
Morocco 29,000! 10,000! 31,084.25!
Mozambique 15,000! 15,000.00!
Rwanda 352,889! 23,000! 25,000.00!
South Africa 110,621! 471,407! 391,392! 411,893.33!
Sudan 790,745! 814,140! 382,403! 455,158.22!
Uganda 82,000! 50,000! 15,000! 40,000.00!
Zambia 40,000! 15,000! 10,000! 10,000.00!
Zimbabwe 176,549! 45,000! 137,825! 128,131.28!

Total 4,285,101! 3,970,924! 3,773,335! 2,912,323.21!

Countries 2009 2010 20122011

COOPERATION EVOLUTION IN AFRICA
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Behind each country, programme, project and numbers we have to find the beneficiaries of these activities. Entreculturas, the donors and local partners,

are engaged with them. Activities that seek to promote education as a tool to bring about social change and the promotion of justice.

We offer a reader’s guide to understand the different type of activities in the following pages.

Projects, Programmes, Agreements and Institutional Strengthening. Each country shows all projects, programmes and agreements and funds allotted

to institutional strengthening for which financial support has been managed by Entreculturas during 2012.

2012 Follow up Projects. This part shows projects initiated in previous years which Entreculturas has continued to accompany even if they have not

received funds during 2012, since we believe in supporting processes.
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Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Support to 340,518! AECID: 340,518!
Fe y Alegría’s improvement system of quality education. Public Action for the right to education in
Latin America

Training for job insertion and self-employment for technical education students in deprived 431,557! Fundación Accenture Internacional:
contexts of Latin America (10/FE/359) 416,557!

Fundación Accenture España: 15,000!

Preparation, development and implementation of Fe y Alegría’s quality improvement system in 206,942! Fundación Telefónica: 206,942!
60 education centres supported by Fundación Telefónica in Latin America (11/FE/153)

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: 87,362! Inditex: 87,362!
International Fe y Alegría Federation Management systems and institutional sustainability 
programmes

Institutional Strengthening International Fe y Alegría Federation 54,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 54,000! (**)

Institutional Strengthening Central America Fe y Alegría Office 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

Support for Fe y Alegría education actions(13/AM/074) 45,000! Entreculturas: 45,000!

Institutional Strengthening JRS LAC (12/AMÉRI/154) 15,000! Entreculturas: 15,000!

II Programme for the local integration of the displaced and refugee population by the Colombian 51,919! Inditex: 51,919!
conflict. Promoted activities: promote the use of efficient accompaniment tools and methodologies 
to strengthen the protection of rights and search for sustainable solutions

Promote and consolidate the Jesuit Refugee Service-Jesuit Migrant Service Network in 10,000! Entreculturas: 3,419!
Latin America and Caribbean Donate Your Mobile Campaign: 6,581!

International Fe y Alegría
Federation

Central America Fe y Alegría
Office

Several Fe y Alegría 
organizations

Jesuit Refugee Service
JRS LAC

Jesuit Migrant Service
JMS LAC

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Regional America: 1,188,298!

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 
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Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Argentina: 314.425!

1 Institutional Strengthening of Fe y Alegría Argentina to improve management, communication and fund raising diversification (09/AR/255)
2 Continuity of primary education in Taco Pozo (10/AR/197)
3 Rehabilitation of school courtyard of Fe y Alegría in Embarcación for 370 children living in highly vulnerable conditions (11/AR/018)
4 Training in reading and writing in 8 Argentinean public schools in social vulnerable contexts (11/AR/150)
5 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

1 Support to development of Social Centres Network (09/VR/204)
2 Financing regional encounters (09/VR/274)
3 JRS LAC Institutional Strengthening (10/AME/358)
4 Support to JRMS Encounters (11/AMÉRI/155)
5 Support to the pastoral project in the framework of the 3rd Fe y Alegría Federation Programme (11/AMÉRI/173)  

6 JRS LAC Institutional Strengthening (11/AMÉRI/197)
7 Pastoral work with families (11/CU/207)
8 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
9 Job skills education programme for South America 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement and increase of spaces for a quality basic education for 50 youth in Barrio Villa Elisa de 50,000! Fundación Mª. Francisca de Roviralta: 
Resistencia, Argentina (11/AR/085) 50,000!

Institutional Strengthening of Fe y Alegría Argentina (13/AR/008) 33,000! Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 33,000!

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Overall training for 106,222! Inditex: 106,222!
improving quality education in 11 centres

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improvement of quality 125,203! Inditex: 125,203!
education in 6 Fe y Alegría schools in vulnerable contexts

Fe y Alegría
Argentina

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Bolivia: 764,654!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Development of technical training in high degree schools (12/BO/077) 43,804! Municipality of Burgos: 42,528!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 1,276!

Development of technical training in alternative education centres (12/BO/078) 76,220! Municipality of Zaragoza: 74,000!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 2,220!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Bolivia (13/BO/014) 42,000! Entreculturas: 42,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Social, education and 476,963! AECID: 476,963!
job skills training insertion of the native population in remote rural areas, Bolivia. Improvement of quality 
education in 45 schools. Public advocacy in national education policies

Radio technical education; a proposal to offer professional training opportunities (09/BO/012) 2,835! (*) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 2,835! (*)

Diagnosis on education needs of the native peasant and suburban communities of Santa Cruz de la Sierra 4,283! (*) Madrid Delegation: 4,283! (*)
(10/BO/119)

Development of the technical training programme in distance based centres (11/BO/089) 116,955! Madrid Community: 111,316!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 5,639!

Improvement of basic education for bilingual children, youth and adult in the rural municipalities Potosí 8,713! Generalitat de Valencia: 8,713!
and Chuquisaca (08/BO/0158)

Radio based education for native and peasant women in intercultural citizenship in the South of Bolivia 6,800! (*) “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund: 6,800! (*)
(11/BO/015)

Fe y Alegría Bolivia

Fundación IRFA

Fundación ACLO

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Fe y Alegría technical education network: a diversified and articulate offer for the population and market 
requirements (06/BO/202)

2 Construction of a polytechnic institute in Tarija (07/BO/269)

3 Radio based literacy and basic education in five municipalities in the department of Potosí (08/BO/004)
4 Improvement in the service quality of the “Las Casas del Saber”: boarding schools for children and the 

poorest youth peasants (09/BO/006) 

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS
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5 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Bolivia (09/BO/271)
6 Improving conditions for job insertion for youth and adults in the technical centres network of Fe y Alegría 

Bolivia (09/BO/288)
7 Construction of a pilot quality education proposal in ten villages and 20 schools in the Departments of 

Cochabamba, La Paz, Santa Cruz and Tarija (10/BO/114)
8 Construction of the second module of the Alternative Technical Education “San Xavier Fe y Alegría” in Sucre 

(10/BO/115)
9 Strengthening capacities and skills of native-peasant men, women and youth targeted to exercise their rights 

in the North Amazonian region of the country (10/BO/125).

10 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Bolivia (10/BO/207)
11 Improvement of education conditions in the alternative technical education institute in San Pedro, Potosí 

(10/BO/216)
12 Continuity with the distance technical education for impoverished populations in Santa Cruz, Bolivia 

(10/BO/378)
13 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Bolivia (11/BO/181)
14 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Bolivia (11/BO/182)
15 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
16 Job skills education Programme for Latin America

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Team in the Amazonia (12/BR/120) 15,000! Entreculturas: 15,000!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Brazil (13/BR/013) 33,000! Entreculturas: 28,000!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 5,000!

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Strengthening of 107,431! Inditex: 107,431!
Community Cultural Centres in Natal and Ilheus

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improvement of 182,352! Inditex: 133,253!
education offer in Fe y Alegría Brazil education centres. Advocacy for public education policies in Brazil AECID: 49,099!

Itinerant Team BAM

Fe y Alegría Brazil 

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Brazil: 337,784!

1 Evaluation of organization structure of Fe y Alegría Brazil (10/BR/373)
2 Job skills training and environmental education for peasant families in the Municipality of Laranja da Terra (11/BR/012)
3 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Brazil (11/BR/183)
4 Improvement for mobilization of internal resources in Brazil (11/BR/184)
5 Promotion of social transformation agents and accompaniment of Amazonia populations (11/BR/222)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Chile (13/CL/009) 33,000! Entreculturas: 33,000!

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Quality education 111,053! Inditex: 111,053!
and student employment in the Metropolitana Region

Fe y Alegría Chile

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Chile (09/CL/256) Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Chile: 144,053!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Increase and improvement of education offer in Bello: 4 new classrooms and two laboratories at the Santa Rita 8,003! (*) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 8,003! (*)
school (10/CO/108)

School reinsertion for 25 drop out children through special acceleration classes (11/CO/011) 387! (*) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 387! (*)

Education system inclusion, Cali, Antioquia, Costa (12/CO/060) 41,332! Municipality of Gijón: 40,000!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 1,332!

Management teams quality training in poverty contexts (12/CO/062) 9,101! Municipality of Santander: 8,778!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 323!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Colombia 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

Fe y Alegría
Colombia

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Managers and teacher 199,202! AECID: 199,202!
training in classroom and school strategies. Technology education strengthening 

Re-establishment of conditions for the social re-integration of 130 displaced and returned families (12/CO/155) 5,000! Entreculturas: 5,000!

II Programme for the local integration of the displaced and refugee population by the Colombian conflict. 106,642! Inditex: 106,642!
Promoted activities: promote the use of efficient accompaniment tools and methodologies to strengthen 
the protection of rights and search for sustainable solutions

Fe y Alegría
Colombia

SJR Colombia

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Support for 500 youth of marginal suburbs in Bogotá and Cali to improve their life project (10/CO/073)
2 Training and accompaniment for displaced families in Soacha in order to help them claim their rights 

(11/CO/010)
3 Family training at the Fe y Alegría Colombia Hogares Infantiles for child ill treatment prevention (11/CO/100)

4 Accompaniment for displaced population, Municipality of Soacha (11/CO/149)
5 Training and awareness raising at SJ schools in relation to the problem of displaced people due to violence 

(11/CO/200)
6 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Colombia: 361,278 !

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Dominican Republic (12/DO/150) 33,000! Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 33,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Access and coverage 287,580! AECID: 287,580!
in 3 education centres. Improvement of quality education for 36 education centres. Strengthening of technical 
education in 11 education centres

Empowerment of a multi sector development between the populations of Haiti and Dominican at the border 5,000! Castilla La Mancha: 5,000!
area (08/DO/035) 1,200! (*) Salamanca Delegation: 1,200! (*)

Fe y Alegría
Dominican Republic

Solidaridad
Fronteriza

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Increase of high school coverage for 82 students of the education unit José de Anchieta, Manabí, Ecuador 17,766! Municipality of Zaragoza: 17,085!
(12/EC/110) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 681!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Ecuador (13/EC/011) 42,000! Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improve the popular 420,849! AECID: 420,849!
quality education in 29 centres in vulnerability areas. Social, education and labour insertion for youth and 
adults excluded from the formal education system in Ecuador

II Programme for the local integration of the displaced and refugee population by the Colombian conflict. 50,033! Inditex: 50,033!
Promoted actions: Support to the social integration of Colombian refugees in the provinces of Esmeraldas 
and Pichincha

Access to education for refugee children and youth in the province of Sucumbíos, Northern border of 10,945! Municipality of Valladolid: 10,391!
Ecuador (11/EC/102) Entreculturas: 554!

Access to child and youth education in a situation of human mobility in the city of Esmeraldas, Northern 13,000! Entreculturas: 13,000!
border of Ecuador (13/EC/073)

Promote training on human and citizen rights for youth and adult women participating in the Centro del 30,000! Fundación Mª. Francisca de Roviralta: 
Muchacho Trabajador de Quito, Ecuador (11/EC/104) 30,000!

Fe y Alegría 
Ecuador

SJR Ecuador 

Centro del Muchacho
Trabajador

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

1 Construction of the Technical Education Centre in the Polytechnic of Santa Cruz de El Seibo, Dominican 
Republic (08/DO/028)

2 Construction of the Technical Education Centre in the Polytechnic of Santa Cruz de El Seibo, Dominican 
Republic (08/DO/032)

3 Institutional Strengthening Dominican Republic (08/DO/166)
4 Migrant promotion and integration (Santo Domingo) (09/DO/040)

5 Strengthening of public image (09/DO/294)
6 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Dominican (10/DO/254)
7 Music as a means for social inclusion (10/DO/351)
8 Support to the 4% for education campaign (11/DO/180)
9 Strengthening and difficult funding for Dominican Republic (11/DO/215)
10 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Dominican Republic: 325,580!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

Financial supporters
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FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Ecuador: 584,594!

1 Special education in Santo Domingo (09/EC/107)
2 Support to health education in 10 schools of marginal areas in Manta, Ecuador 09/EC/114)
3 Strengthening management, planning, public action and accompaniment of Fe y Alegría schools (09/EC/261)
4 Revision of primary school curriculum to strengthen capacities of working children Quito (10/EC/014)
5 Support to education, health care training in human rights for students in 10 schools or the urban marginal 

areas in Manta (10/EC/016)
6 Strengthening of Soljusticia Corporation (10/EC/017)
7 Improvement of the pedagogy of the IRFEYAL for distance secondary education for youth and adults in 

vulnerable contexts (10/EC/078)
8 Increase of basic education coverage in two education centres in the rural communities of the mountain area 

in Ecuador (10/EC/158)
9 Support to the consolidation of Fe y Alegría Radio Institute Italy for its education work with immigrants in Italy 

(10/EC/159)

10 Increase of education coverage in four centres of urban marginal contexts in 3 provinces of the mountains 
and coast in Ecuador (10/EC/243)

11 Human training and personal accompaniment for the education community and administration staff of the 
Fe y Alegría Ecuador centres (10/EC/247)

12 Improvement of student at risk results in urban marginal areas of Manta, Ecuador (11/EC/105)
13 Increase of basic education coverage for 246 children at the Santiago Apóstol centre in the Sierra de 

Ecuador (11/EC/120)
14 Public advocacy and awareness raising in the welcoming community for the defence of human rights for 

mobile populations (11/EC/199)
15 IRFEYAL strengthening in services directed to men and women over 15 years old in Ecuador (11/EC/224)
16 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
17 Job skills education Programme for Latin America

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Peace and culture life abilities for students in school centres in El Salvador (11/SV/106) 136,386! Junta de Castilla y León: 131,666!
Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 4,720!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improvement of 200,605! AECID: 200,605!
permanence of vulnerable youth at the formal education system. Improvement of quality education in 22 
education centres. Promotion of job insertion of participants in job skills training courses

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría El Salvador 33,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 33,000! (**)

Fe y Alegría 
El Salvador

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for El Salvador: 336,991!

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds.
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1 Support to the Pastoral Theology Schools at the UCA (08/SV/057)
2 Radio La Merced (09/SV/034)
3 Quality education improvement at the education centre “Fe y Alegría Los Laureles” in the Municipality of 

Acajutla (09/SV/242)
4 Violence prevention for children and youth in the rural communities (10/SV/160)

5 Education to create new opportunities for social and productive insertion for youth in la Chacra (10/SV/248)
6 Institutional Strengthening of Pro Búsqueda in: training, gender equity efficiency and effectiveness (10/SV/382)
7 Equipment of info technology classrooms for high risk exclusion population of CET-Zacamil (11/SV/003)
8 Support to Technical Formation of Fe y Alegría El Salvador (11/SV/186)
9 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of health conditions and drinking water in the secondary education centre Chiantla (11/GT/206) 20,000! Fundación Ingenieros ICAI para el Desarrollo: 
20,000!

Increase of girls school enrolment in the secondary education centre of Chiantla (12/GT/047) 94,472! “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund: 94,472!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Increase of success 161,326! AECID: 161,326!
opportunities of the basic cycle for native communities. Improvement of quality education for 45 education 
centres. Strengthening of job skills and entrepreneurship for youth

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Guatemala 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

“Community Development”: School farm as a way to diminish poverty in Totonicapán (10/GT/047) 1,978! (*) Musa Malasaña: 771! (*)
Berode Restauración SL: 1,207! (*)

School farm: an alternative for community development (11/GT/110) 14,354! (*) I.P. Cristo Rey SJ (Valladolid): 4,000! (*)
Rioja Delegation: 9,447! (*)
Asovino Sociedad Cooperativa: 907! (*)

Life quality improvement for the native population of Santa María Chiquimula through the training in the 11,000! Entreculturas: 11,000!
school farm and literacy programme (12/GT/033)

Strengthening of the women social movement in Ixcán (11/GT/111) 20,800! Huelva Municipality: 20,000!
Entreculturas: 800!

“Building Bridges: job skills training programme for boys and girls in the marginal areas of the city Guatemala” 8,000! Entreculturas: 8,000!
(12/GT/051)

Institutional Strengthening CIAS Association (12/GT/116) 5,000! Entreculturas: 5,000!

Citizen training for community leaders in Ixcán (12/GT/117) 3,000! Entreculturas: 3,000!

Formal distance education in Ixcán (12/GT/157) 3,000! Entreculturas: 3,000!

Fe y Alegría 
Guatemala

Parish Natividad
Virgen María
(Chiquimula)

Puente de Paz

CIAS Association of
the Society of Jesus

Social Pastoral of
Ixcán

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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1 Education and job skill training in Puente Belice (09/GT/026)
2 Consolidation of a radio training and information service that IGER offers education communities in the 

departments of Guatemala, Jutiapa, Jalapa and Santa Rosa (10/GT/049)
3 Emergency aid for the victims of the tropical storm Matheu, department of El Quiché (10/GT/350)
4 Institutional Strengthening CIAS Association of the Society of Jesus (10/GT/372)
5 Radio education: an inclusion opportunity for the communities of Jalapa, Jutiapa y Santa Rosa (11/GT/042)

6 Improvement of education continuity for K'ichés youth in Guatemala (11/GT/002)
7 Radio education: an inclusion opportunity for the communities of Jalapa, Jutiapa y Santa Rosa (11/GT/042)
8 School farm: an alternative for community development (11/GT/110)
9 Improvement of health and hygienic conditions in the schools of Chiquimula, Guatemala ( 11/GT/154)
10 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America 

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Guatemala: 326,598!

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Haiti: 371,238!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports).

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Haiti (09/HT/273) 23,033! (*) Donate Your Mobile Campaign: 23,033! (*)

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Haiti (11/HT/196) 17,754! (*) Christmas Cards Fund: 17,754! (*)

School equipment and didactic material for Fe y Alegría schools (12/HT/104) 12,572! Entreculturas Solidarity Race 2013: 10,293!
Unión Fenosa: 2,279!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Haiti (13/HT/015) 50,000! Entreculturas: 50,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted action: Construction of pre-school 96,652! AECID: 96,652!
classrooms in Northern Haiti

Post earthquake, January 2010 reconstruction. Promoted : Increase of education coverage. Technical education 212,015! Entreculturas Emergency Fund: 75,015!
for employment in country reconstruction. Emergency education. Institutional Strengthening Cáritas Madrid: 123,000!

Fundaçao Gonçalo da Silveira: 14,000!

Fe y Alegría Haití

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improvement of Basic, 134,672! AECID: 134,672!
Technical and Alternative education quality. Updating technical centres. Improvement of civil society participation 
in education issues

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Honduras 33,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 33,000! (**)

Radio based education for peasant and native populations “Teacher at home” (11/HN/025) 5,960! Municipality of Badajoz: 5,110!
Entreculturas: 850!

Distance education with the programme “Teacher at Home” in Yoro y Suyapa (13/HN/006) 20,000! Inbarrios, S.A: 20,000!

Fe y Alegría 
Honduras

Parish of the
Inmaculada (Sulaco-
Victoria), Yoro

Parish Santiago de
Yoro

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Promotion of a peace, tolerance and citizen participation culture (10/HN/135)
2 Institutional Strengthening ERIC 2010 (11/HN/031)
3 Strengthening of the Garifuna population (11/HN/113)
4 Creation of the office for the programme “Teacher at Home” at the Nuestra Señora de Suyapa Parish (11/HN/114)
5 Native and peasant community access to education with “Teacher at Home” Programme (11/HN/226)
6 Access to peasant and native education with the programme “Teacher at Home” (11/HN/227)
7 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Honduras: 160,632!

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 
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FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

1 Support to Fe y Alegría Haiti (09/HT/268)
2 Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Haiti (10/HT/250)
3 Construction of a women’s centre “Space for Women” in Balán, to strengthen women organization in this 

community (10/HT/374)

4 Difficult financing for Haiti 2011 (11/HT/195)
5 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
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Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Honduras: 160,632!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Overall sustainable 284,034! Inditex: 284,034!
development. Promotion of community development in native populations. Strengthening of education processes 
in Human Rights. Defence of human rights for immigrants in Mexico

Fundación San
Ignacio de Loyola
and Centro PRODH

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Mexico: 284,034!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Training for youth leadership in Nicaragua (09/NI/055) 3,800! Generalitat de Valencia: 3,800!

Technical education in Chinandega, Nueva Segovia y Managua (09/NI/218) 91,616! Xunta de Galicia: 91,616!

Contributing to an overall quality education for children and youth in Nicaragua (11/NI/126) 229,106! Junta de Andalucía: 202,211!
Valladolid Delegation: 12,792!
ALBOAN: 14,103!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Creation of education 287,580! AECID: 287,580!
opportunities for children and youth. Increase of teacher quality in State and Fe y Alegría centres. Advocacy 
for a quality education

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Nicaragua 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

Fe y Alegría
Nicaragua

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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Capacitating development in the Municipalities of Sébaco and San Isidro, of the Matagalpa Department 5,000! (*) Secretariat of Palencia SJ: 5,000! (*)
(10/NI/054)

Assistance to children and youth at risk and/or commercial sexual abuse in prostitution in Managua 2,500! Municipality of Villanueva de la Serena: 
(13/NI/004) 2,500!

Instituto de Acción
Social Juan XXIII UCA

Base Church
Communities (CEBS)

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS:

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Nicaragua: 614,602!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Achievement of primary 120,643! AECID: 120,643!
education for youth and adults of native communities. Teacher training in conflict and group management. 
Work skills training for youth at social risk

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Panama 33,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 33,000! (**)

Generating local integration conditions for migrants and refugees in Panama (11/PA/136) 11,000! Entreculturas: 1,000!
Municipality of A Coruña: 10,000!

Psychosocial assistance for migrants and refugees in Panama (11/PA/189) 6,000! (*) Secretariat of Palencia SJ: 6,000! (*)

II Programme for the local integration of the displaced and refugee population by the Colombian conflict. 53,115! Inditex: 53,115!
Promoted actions: Strengthen assistance to migrant and refugee population in need of international protection 
in Panama, Colón and the bordering communities

Fe y Alegría Panama

SJRM Panama

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

1 Prevention and overall attention for children, youth and women at risk in Managua (11/NI/041)
2 Fund raising and youth volunteer network (11/NI/185)
3 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
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1 Empowerment for peasant women in the province of Colón (10/PA/105)
2 Participation of youth at social risk as change agents using radio and information technologies (10/PA/221)
3 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS:

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Panama: 184,758!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

“Protected environment”, non-formal education programme to improve learning and alternative use of free 17,264! Banco Popular staff members: 3,264!
time (08/PY/106) Entreculturas: 14,000!

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Paraguay (13/PY/012) 50,000! Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 50,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: PREBIR Radio based 354,916! AECID: 354,916!
rural bilingual education for teacher training

Improvement of revenues for 57 peasant families of 3 communities of the Department of Guairá, Paraguay 1,147! (*) Inver Caixa Gestión SGIIC SA: 1,147! (*)
Guairá (11/PY/045)

Fe y Alegría 
Paraguay

CEPAG-Centro de
Estudios Paraguayos
Antonio Guasch

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Paraguay: 422,180!

1 Improvement of education in five urban marginal communities in the central department of Paraguay (09/PY/209)
2 Improvement of orchards and water supply for three schools in Arroyito (10/PY/302)
3 Institutional support and accompaniment Fe y Alegría Paraguay (10/PY/312)
4 Support and accompaniment of Fe y Alegría Paraguay (10/PY/368)
5 Institutional Strengthening of the Development Office of Fe y Alegría Paraguay (10/PY/375)
6 Institutional Strengthening of the fund raising office of SJ in Paraguay (11/PY/148)
7 Institutional Strengthening of the fund raising office of SJ in Paraguay (11/PY/152)
8 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
9 Job skills education programme for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

High Degree Quality Technological Institute for excluded populations (07/PE/005) 2,000! Madrid Community: 2,000!

Improvement of access to public education for children and youth in marginal urban areas of Pisco and 3,874! Entreculturas: 3,874!
Cutervo (09/PE/144)

Contribution to education quality improvement in four rural areas of Peru ( Loreto, Ucayali, Ancash y Piura) 571,691! Junta de Andalucía: 555,863!
(10/PE/132) Entreculturas: 14,487!

Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 1,341!

Promotion of health conditions for the Fe y Alegría students in the Peruvian jungle (10/PE/140) 422! (*) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 422! (*)

Improvement of education coverage in Salas Guadalupe (11/PE/040) 98,366! BBVA: 49,183!
BBVA staff members: 49,183!

Improvement of primary public education quality in the Rural Fe y Alegría Network of Callería-Pucallpa 60,672! Fundación Mis Aldeas: 60,672!
(11/PE/179)

Improvement of technical abilities of the youth in marginal urban areas of Metropolitan Lima Metropolitana 163,646! Xunta de Galicia: 152,826!
(12/PE/008) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 10,820!

Increase of education coverage Fe y Alegría school Nº 76-Pachacútec, Ventanilla (12/PE/009) 15,000! Juan Carlos Prieto Ibáñez: 15,000!

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Radio based education 476,963! AECID: 476,963!
or education and social inclusion. Improvement of quality education in 60 basic education centres in popular 
and rural sector of Peru. Increase of access to quality high technical education

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Peru 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

“Improvement of the negotiation capacities of civil society with the State in the province Huamanga, Peru” 18,397! Municipality of Alicante: 17,756!
(11/PE/130) Entreculturas: 641!

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Improvement 351,666! Inditex: 351,666!
in technical capacitating for Fe y Alegría students. Providing better local opportunities for children and youth 
at risk. Improvement of quality education in the centres of the Education Network-ODEC. Improvement of 
education, sanitary and social organization services of the PEBAL. Support to political advocacy of the Social 
Sector of the Society of Jesus, Peru. Assisting migrant people in the North South border of Peru

Development and implementation of a school management and pedagogic model articulated with the 1,880! (*) Donate Your Mobile Champaign: 1,880! (*)
economic and productive reality of the community of Ccasapata, Huancavelica (09/PE/159)

Fe y Alegría Perú

S.J. Development
Office, Peru

Educa, Instituto de
Fomento de la
Educación de Calidad

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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1 Young entrepreneurs, local management and sustainable development in Jaén, Pucallpa, Huancayo, 
Huamanga, Puerto Maldonado and Tarapoto (07/PE/004)

2 Intercultural Bilingual Education in Quispicanchi and Moro (07/PE/058)
Empowerment of agricultural families and public institutions in the areas of Alto Andina and Valle del Medio del
Vilcanota in its local production management, Department of Cuzco (08/PE/049)

3 Increase of primary education in Pachacútec, targeted to populations with scarce resources (09/PE/142)
4 Promotion and defence of the values and rights of native population Awuajun Wampis, Amazonia (09/PE/146)
5 Focus on gender education (09/PE/158)
6 Food and education for native children, and youth in the Peruvian jungle, Fe y Alegría students (09/PE/217)
7 Improvement of quality education in the Rural Public Education Programmes in the Peruvian jungle (Iquitos and

Pucallpa) (10/PE/083)

8 Implementation of a pedagogical model adapted to the economic and productive reality of the Quechua 
speaking community of Casapata, Huancavelica (10/PE/096)

9 Promotion of public and private tax payment among the works of the Province of Peru (10/PE/379)
10 Housing and food improvement for families of three peasant communities Quispicanchi, Cusco (11/PE/046)
11 Social sports school in El Agustino, Lima (11/PE/147)
12 Improvement of primary public education quality in the Rural Fe y Alegría Network of Callería-Pucallpa 

(11/PE/179)
13 Capacitating to improve Sustainable Agropecuarian Production for 157 peasant families in Quispicahchi, 

Cusco (11/PE/205)
14 Basic Education Agreement for Latin America
15 Job skills education programme for Latin America

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Peru: 1,863,193!

Promotion and Access to the use of medicines to distant communities in Ucayali in the jungle area of Peru 6,500! Colegio de Farmacéuticos de Valladolid: 
(12/PE/074) 6,500!

Promotion of Apostolic Platforms of the Society of Jesus in Peru for a coordinated line of work (12/PE/090) 5,000! Entreculturas: 5,000!

Improvement of quality education and promotion of environmental care in 40 education institutions in the 89,419! Agencia Asturiana de Cooperación al 
Provinces of Jaén and San Ignacio (12/PE/091) Desarrollo: 86,815!

Entreculturas: 2,604!

Vicariato Apostólico
S. Francisco Javier
Pastoral Salud

S.J. Province of Peru

Vicaría de Medio
Ambiente (VIMA)

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management of funds. 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Uruguay (13/UY/010) 42,000! Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000!

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: Overall training for 55,526! Inditex: 55,526!
2.000 children of the departments of Montevideo and Canelones.

Fe y Alegría Uruguay
(Universidad Católica
de Uruguay)

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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1 Consolidation of Fe y Alegría Uruguay with an effort of identity, elaboration of lines of action, country positioning and fund raising (10/UY/303)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Uruguay: 97,526!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Programme for quality education and social inclusion in Latin America. Promoted actions: The necessary school 267,920! Inditex: 267,920!
quality. Credited technical training. Strengthening capacities for promotion and development (together with the 
Fundación Centro Gumilla)

Institutional Strengthening Fe y Alegría Venezuela 42,000! (**) Entreculturas-Alboan Agreement: 42,000! (**)

Programme for improvement of quality education in Latin America. Promoted actions: Technical training and 13,333! Inditex: 13,333!
social insertion

II Programme for the local integration of the displaced and refugee population by the Colombian conflict. 63,848! Inditex: 63,848!
Promoted activities: Local integration of the displaced and refugee population in receiving communities

Fe y Alegría
Venezuela

SJR Venezuela

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas since Alboan is responsible for the management

of funds. 

1 Human Rights advocacy for asylum applicants and refugees in Apure and Táchira (10/VE/357)
2 Empowerment, gender and environmental perspective in technical education (11/VE/004)
3 Advocacy and communication in Venezuela (11/VE/198)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Venezuela: 345,100!
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Institutional Strengthening Jesuit Refugee Service (12/AFRIC/031) 45,000! Entreculturas: 45,000!

Management capacities development of the regional Africa JRS offices (09/AFRIC/300) 30,000! Society of Jesus Spanish Province: 30,000!
35,000! (*) Society of Jesus Spanish Province: 35,000! (*)

Institutional Strengthening Development Office (12/AFRIC/093) 4,000! Entreculturas: 4,000!

JRS International Office

JESAM-Social Justice
Secretariat

Jesuit African Eastern
Province

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Strengthening the Jesuit Africa Social Centres Network (08/AFRIC/154)
2 Institutional Strengthening JRS Africa (11/AFRIC/169)

3 Institutional Strengthening JRS Africa (11/VR/223)FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS:

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Regional Africa: 79,000!

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Support to Institutional Strengthening of Gonzalo da Silveira (09/AO/230)

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Angola: 30.796!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports). 

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of protection mechanisms for refugees and asylum applicants (12/AO/121) 7,700! Entreculturas: 7,700!

Education for all. Literacy Programme for over 500 adults in rural areas of Angola (10/AO/321) 23,096! Entreculturas Solidarity Race 2012: 21,080!
La Rioja Delegation: 2,016!

JRS Southern Africa

Caritas of Angola-
Church Social Service

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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1 Construction of the Reconciliation Lycee in Tenga, Burundi (09/BI/192)
2 Construction of the school farm in Giharo, Rutana, Burundi (10/BI/365)
3 Training and promotion of women associations in agrarian and farming techniques in Rutana, Burundi (11/BI/005-e1)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Burundi: 490,304!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Support programme for refugee population by education and socio economic reintegration. Promoted actions: 362,304! Inditex: 362,304!
Socio economic reintegration for returned population in Muyinga, Burundi 

Training and promotion of women associations in agrarian and farming techniques in Rutana, Burundi 110,000! Fundación Mis Aldeas: 110,000!
(11/BI/005)

Strengthening and consolidation of the JRS advocacy programme in Great Lakes (11/BI/158) 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!

Reconstruction and quality education improvement in the post conflict area of Rutana in the East of Burundi 9,575! (*) Fundación Seres: 9,575! (*)
(09/BI/233)

Scholarships for 696 secondary students returned to the country after the conflict (09/BI/235) 22,282! (*) Asturias Delegation: 21,980! (*)
Zaragoza Delegation: 302! (*)

Promotion of education in values (09/BI/077) 7,000! (*) Secretariat of Palencia SJ: 7,000! (*)

Training in agricultural skills at the primary school of Nyabiyorwa in Burundi (10/BI/030) 6,654! (*) León Delegation: 6,654! (*)

Income generating promotion for groups of women with AIDS (12/BI/028) 8,000! Entreculturas: 8,000!

Life quality promotion and participation of women widows with /AIDS (11/BI/037) 1,705! (*) Málaga Delegation: 1,705! (*)

School support for 525 orphans and medical attendance for women with /AIDS (10/BI/323) 11,928! (*) Sevilla Delegation: 11,928! (*)

JRS Great Lakes

Bureau National 
de L’enseignement
Catholique, BNEC

Association des
Pères Jésuites

Servicio Yezu Mwiza

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous

years (see previous annual reports). 
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Reinsertion of street children in Yaundé, Foyer de l’Ésperance (10/CM/031) 8,000! Entreculturas: 3,621!
Asturias Delegation: 4,379!

Foyer de
l`Esperance

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Reinsertion of street children and in the prison of Yaundé, Cameroon (08/CM/254) 2 Institutional Strengthening of Western Africa Regional JRS Office (10/CM/314)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Cameroon: 8,000!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Support programme for refugee population by education and socio economic reintegration. Promoted actions: 366,492! Inditex: 366,492!
Improvement in access to a quality primary education for returned populations in CAR

JRS Western Africa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Central African Republic: 366,492!
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Strengthening and consolidation of the popular Fe y Alegría movement in Chad (08/TD/002) 47,950! Fundación Javier Oriol Miranda: 4,555!
Entreculturas: 17,078!
Vigo Delegation: 8,501!
Alicante and Elche Delegations: 14,324!
A Coruña and Santiago Delegations: 3,492!

Improvement of school infrastructures in Zoni y Gourbiti, Chad (11/TD/013) 700! (*) A Coruña and Santiago Delegations: 700! (*)

Improvement and enlargement of education infrastructures of Fe y Alegría Chad (12/TD/002) 20,000! Fundación Ingenieros ICAI para el Desarrollo: 
20,000!

Improvement in access and continuity of the Fe y Alegría Chad (12/TD/003) 60,000! Porticus: 60,000!

Guarantee of the right to a quality education for Sudanese refugees in 7 camps East of Chad (11/TD/023) 136,000! Madrid Community: 136,000!

Guarantee of the Access to a primary quality education for returned population and the re-integrated 36,377! Municipality of A Coruña: 35,000!
communities in receiving zones of Eastern Chad (12/TD/021) A Coruña and Santiago Delegations: 1,377!

Improvement of education conditions of the refugee population East of Chad (12/TD/022) 103,333! Aragón Government: 100,000!
A Coruña and Santiago Delegations: 3,333!

Improvement of secondary teacher capacities in N’djamena (12/TD/115) 12,000! Entreculturas: 4,479!
Donate Your Mobile Campaign: 7,521!

Fe y Alegría Chad

JRS Western Africa

CEFOD

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

1 Improvement of access to preschool education in the camps of Goz Beida (10/TD/032)
2 Improving capacitating and access to training and investigation of the Chad university community (10/TD/137)
3 Primary education at refugee camps (11/TD/218)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Chad: 415,660!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous

years (see previous annual reports). 
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of primary and secondary education in the post conflict area of Rutshuru, Nord Kivu (10/CD/001) 3,410! (*) Las Palmas Delegation: 339! (*)
Tenerife Delegation: 3,071! (*)

Programme for improvement of formal and non-formal education in the post conflict area of Masisi, Nord Kivu 4,500! (*) INDRA, S.A.: 4,500! (*)
(10/CD/003)

Construction of education centres (formal and non-formal) in the area of Mweso, Nord Kivu (11/CD/047) 13,155! (*) Madrid Delegation: 13,155! (*)

Food and shelter supply, accompaniment for the displaced due to the conflict in the Nord Kivu Province 35,170! “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund: 10,000!
(12/CD/122) Emergency Campaign: 5,170!

Entreculturas: 20,000!

Promotion and protection of women’s dignity and human rights in the Province of Bukavu (12/CD/142) 25,000! “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund: 25,000!

Protection and dignity promotion of women’s rights in the province of Bukavu (10/CD/035) 4,465! (*) Ilustre Colegio de Abogados de Valencia: 
2,850! (*)
Freshfields Bruckhaus Dereinger: 1,615! (*) 

JRS Africa Great
Lakes

Justice and Peace
Diocesan
Commission

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Democratic Republic of Congo: 60,170!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous

years (see previous annual reports).

1 Peace promotion with international advocacy work (08/CD/014)
2 Good governance of natural resources in the DRC (09/CD/212)
3 Education reconstruction in Kalemie, Katanga Province (10/CD/201)
4 Teacher training for secondary schools (10/CD/307)
5 Food supply and accompaniment for vulnerable displaced in Rutshuru (11/CD/156)
6 Food supply and accompaniment for vulnerable displaced in Mweso (11/CD/157)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Setting up of the psychosocial assistance for children, youth and adult refugees in the camps of Dollo Ado, 124,301! Emergency Campaign: 123,016!
Ethiopia (11/ET/170) Unión Fenosa: 1,285!

Education and supplementary nourishment for children in the nursery schools of the Soddo-Hosanna 16,004! Extremadura Delegation: 16,004!
Vicariate-Ethiopia (07/ET/177)

JRS Eastern Africa

Soddo Hosanna
Vicariate

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Providing goods and basic services as well as the psychosocial rehabilitation of urban refugees in Addis Ababa (11/ET/119)

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Ethiopia: 140,305!

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Ivory Coast: 70,489!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of teaching and learning conditions of the population affected by the conflict in the Department 20,489! Municipality of Córdoba: 19,889!
of Man, Western Ivory Coast (11/CI/191) Entreculturas: 600!

Rehabilitation of the schools in the area affected by the post-electoral violence in Ivory Coast (12/CI/025) 50,000! Entreculturas: 50,000!

JRS Western Africa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Providing first needs goods to Urban Refugees-Nairobi (12/KE/005) 72,223! Xunta de Galicia: 47,714!
Asociación 90M en 90D: 11,840!
Municipality of Toledo: 8,000!
Entreculturas: 4,669!

Support to the implementation of the Eastern Africa communication strategy (12/KE/147) 15,000! Entreculturas: 15,000!

Support to political advocacy in order to defend and promote refugee human rights in Eastern Africa 1,730! (*) Huelva Delegation: 1,730! (*)
(07/KE/257)

Support to develop an advocacy strategy of the AJAN Network (13/KE/072) 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!

Promote political violence prevention in the framework of the election process in Kenya (12/KE/018) 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!

Facilitate access to preschool and primary education for 40 children between 5 and 12 years in Kangemi, 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!
Nairobi (12/KE/019)

Facilitate access to preschool and primary education for 40 children between 5 and 12 years in Kangemi, 6,470! (*) Cantabria Delegation: 6,470! (*)
Nairobi (07/KE/115)

JRS Eastern Africa

AJAN Network 

The Jesuit Hakimani
Centre

Parish San José
Obrero of Nairobi

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Kenya: 117,223!

(*)These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous

years (see previous annual reports). 

1 Facilitate access to preschool and secondary education and vocational training of 175 children, youth and adult refugees Nairobi (11/KE/048)
2 Promoting access to goods and basic services and job insertion of 1,140 refugees and asylum applicants in Nairobi (11/KE/121)
3 Peace reconstruction project (11/KE/142)
4 Support to institutional evaluation and elaboration of the strategic plan of the AJAN Network (11/KE/143)
5 Providing basic goods and vocational training for refugee youth and adults in marginal areas of Nairobi (11/KE/192)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

ECCA Radio based literacy Programme for Morocco (11/MA/177) 10,000! Entreculturas: 2,009!
Donate Your Mobile Campaign: 7,991!

Arab Literacy Programme for adults following ECCA System in the region of SOUSS MASSA DRAA in 21,084! Municipality of Málaga: 20,584!
Morocco (12/MA/094) Entreculturas: 500!

Academia Educación
y Formación Souss
Massa Dräa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Morocco: 31,084!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of education capacities and psychosocial welfare for over 4,000 refugees in Malawi (09/MW/267) 17,617! Municipality of Valladolid: 17,035!
Entreculturas: 582!

JRS Southern Africa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Support to Social Centre in Malawi (10/MW/233)

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Malawi: 17,617!
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of secondary education access for the refugee population in the Rwanda camps (12/RW/114) 25,000! Entreculturas: 12,132!
Málaga Delegation: 12,868!

JRS Africa Great
Lakes

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Rwanda: 25,000!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Construction of the secondary school Ignacio de Loyola, Msaladzi (11/MZ/221) 15,000! Entreculturas: 15,000!S.J. Mozambique

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Mozambique: 15,000!
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Institutional Strengthening JRS Southern Africa (12/SU/118) 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!

Creation of the JRS advocacy programme in Southern Africa (12/SU/119) 20,000! Entreculturas: 20,000!

Support programme for refugee population by education and socio economic reintegration 381,893! Inditex: 381,893!
Promoted actions: Improving capacities and self-sufficiency for urban refugees in Gauteng

JRS Southern Africa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Support to Public Advocacy Plan in the JRS Southern Africa Region (11/SU/159)

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for South Africa: 411,893!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Create the adequate material and pedagogical conditions to guarantee Access to education in equal 93,256! Noland Campaign: 7,700!
conditions for 600 girls in the Northern Darfur region (12/sd/135) “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund: 85,556!

Support programme for refugee population through education and socio economic reintegration. Promoted 346,902! Inditex: 346,902!
actions: Facilitate access to a primary and secondary quality education in Kajo Keji and Yey, South Sudan

Support for the construction of a school farm for job skills training in Rumbek, South Sudan (11/SD/057) 15,000! Entreculturas: 15,000!

JRS Eastern Africa

S.J. Eastern Africa

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Sudan: 455,158!

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

1 Support for the rehabilitation and equipment of a national JRS office in Khartoum, Sudan (11/SD/193)
2 Agreement to support to reconstruction of South Sudan by reactivating education system and peace promotion and consolidation

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS



PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

First need goods supply for Urban Refugees-Kampala (12/UG/146) 40,000! Entreculturas: 23,144!
Caja Círculo: 3,081!
Burgos Delegation: 4,230!
Sevilla Delegation: 4,545!
Fundación Renta 4: 5,000!

Training in agriculture and creation of micro-business and trade in the centre for orphans and ex child soldiers 12,019! (*) Burgos Delegation: 12,019! (*)
in North Uganda (10/UG/304)

JRS Eastern Africa

Sisters of the Sacred
Heart

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Job skill training for urban refugees in Kampala (09/UG/276)

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Uganda: 40,000!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports).

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Study of the prices of Basic Needs Basket (11/ZM/219) 10,000! Entreculturas: 10,000!Jesuit Centre for
Theological Reflection 

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Zambia: 10,000!
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FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS: 1 Awareness raising through the publication Basic Needs Basket (09/ZM/299))

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Improvement of secondary education at the refugee camp of Tongogara, Zimbabwe (10/ZW/133) 77,420! Fundación Mª. Francisca de Roviralta: 
50,000!
Municipality of Valladolid: 6,783!
Municipality of Gijón: 15,000!
Valencia Delegation: 5,637!

Improvement of job skills training in the refugee camp of, Zimbabwe (12/ZW/027) 12,300! Entreculturas: 12,300!

Popular Education in Zimbabwe (10/ZW/205) 25,000! Entreculturas: 25,000!

AIDS and unequal gender prevention through agricultural activities in Zimbabwe (11/ZW/024) 15,648! (*) Instituto Politécnico Cristo Rey. SJ Valladolid: 
2,981! (*)
San José School (Valladolid): 12,667! (*)

Training in sustainable agriculture and awareness raising on gender issues and VIH/AIDS in Mhondoro, 13,411! Extremadura Delegation: 4,646!
Zimbabwe (11/ZW/220) Fundación Pro Cultura Literaria: 8,765!

JRS Southern Africa

S.J. Zimbabwe
Province 

Silveira House

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been

covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports).

1 Support programme for refugee and displaced persons in Chisawasha, Zimbabwe (11/ZW/027)

FOLLOW UP PROJECTS, PROGRAMMES AND AGREEMENTS

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Zimbabwe: 128,131!
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PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Education for remote populations in Battambang (10/KH/071) 3,770! (*) Córdoba Delegation: 3,770! (*)

Improvement of access to primary education in the remote villages of Battambang (12/KH/145) 8,000! Entreculturas: 8,000!

Battambang
Prefecture

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Cambodia: 8,000!

Total amount managed by Entreculturas for Albania: 10,000!

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country by Entreculturas since these funds have been covered by Entreculturas in previous years (see previous annual reports).

PROGRAMMES, AGREEMENTS AND PROJECTS 

Aid for scholarships at the Escuela Media Superior Pjeter Meshkalla (07/AL/252) 10,000! Secretariat of Palencia SJ: 10,000!Escuela Media
Superior Pjeter
Meshkalla

Local partner Programmes, agreements and projects Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters
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Sent to countries 10,984,736!

Management expenses 973,105!

Africa 2,912,323!

America 9,027,518!

Asia 8,000!

Europe 10,000!

Total general 11,957,841!

TotalCONTINENT

Africa 2,912,323!

9,027,518!America

8,000!Asia

10,000!Europe

11,957,841!Total general
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27 delegations 
in Spain
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Global Campaign for Education (Dakar Objective) 473,257.00! AECID: 396,657!
Entreculturas: 76,600!

Development education campaign and social awareness raising to favour civil society participation in a world development 154,635.06! AECID: 127,995.25!
association, targeted mainly to youth and the education sector. This campaign favours other participation initiatives and Entreculturas: 26,639.81!
North-South networks with direct youth implication in activities and active commitment against poverty and inequality

Global citizenship and participation: from reflection to action with the youth and teachers of the Youth Solidarity Network 13,985.85! Xunta de Galicia: 13,985.85!
during the school year

Global citizenship and human rights: participation for social change by the youth and teachers of the Youth Solidarity 10,083.33! Xunta de Galicia: 8,750!
Network for 2012-2013 Entreculturas: 1,333.33!

Youth Solidarity Network: a proposal from Andalucía for exercising a global citizenship committed to justice, equity 71,196.53! Junta de Andalucía: 55,941.69!
and solidarity Entreculturas: 15,254.84!

Citizen participation. Resources and tools to promote social commitment in the Andalucía education communities 65,548.42! Junta de Andalucía: 65.201,99!
Entreculturas: 346.43!

Promotion of values and solidarity attitudes among the child and youth population in Burgos 10,458.00! Municipality of Burgos: 9,458!
Entreculturas: 1,000!

Youth Solidarity Network in Asturias: proposal of youth participation for the promotion of justice and solidarity 16,392.58! Principado de Asturias: 13,446!
Entreculturas: 2,946.58!

Youth participation for intercultural living 26,150.00! La Caixa: 22,850!
Entreculturas: 3,300!

Youth Solidarity Networks: actively participating for intercultural issues and gender equity 11,300.00! Municipality of Valencia: 10,500!
Entreculturas: 800!

Encouraging the Madrid school community to participate in a world association for development 49,002.00! Community of Madrid:46,402!
Entreculturas: 2,600!

Projects carried out Amount managed 
by Entreculturas 

Financial supporters
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Solidarity Circuit 14,500.00! Municipality of Alicante: 14,500!

Sponsoring youth Solidarity Network Programme 45,000.00! Fundación Pastrana: 45,000!

Solidarity Assembly of Schools in Gijón 6,000.00! Municipality of Gijón: 5,000!
Entreculturas: 1,000!

Youth Solidarity Network 10,000.00! Fundación SM: 10,000!

Global citizenship: Cordoba society committed with justice and solidarity 15,764.00! Municipality of Córdoba: 13,864!
Entreculturas: 1,900!

Knowledge, resources and tools for intercultural living 10,700.00! Fundación Bancaja: 7,000!
Entreculturas: 3,700!

Citizen participation: building a global citizenship in Extremadura, committed with justice and solidarity 16,381.67! AEXCID: 14,581.67!
Entreculturas: 1,800!

Sponsoring the Youth Solidarity Network of Valencia 800.00! Fundación Pikolinos: 800!

Promotion and volunteer training in international cooperation as a cannel of participation and social transformation 148,929! AECID: 148,929!

Strengthening of the Entreculturas training and volunteer department in Galicia 10,250! Xunta de Galicia: 8,750!
Entreculturas: 1,500!

Awareness raising and political advocacy regarding cooperation development in times of crisis 18,000! Municipality of Vigo (*): 18,000!

Work division and complementary activities in cooperation for development in Andalucía: education sector for the period 60,000! Junta de Andalucía: 48,000!
2006-2010 Entreculturas: 12,000!

Projects carried out Amount managed by
Entreculturas

Financial supporters

Total managed by Entreculturas in Raising Awareness projects: 1.258.333,44!

(*) Project approved by the Municipality of Vigo and managed by Entreculturas. 
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A. Vecinos el Penegral; A.A.A. P. Mondéjas

(Málaga); A.A.A. Santa María del Mar; A.A.A.

Colegio de la Merced Burgos; A.A.A. Jesuitas 

de Alicante; A.A.A. Portaceli; ABC; Accenture;

ADES Psicólogos; AEIM; AENA (Vigo); 

AERTELEC Ingeniería y Desarrollos SLU; 

ALAE (Agrupación Libre de Abogados de

Empresa SL); Alemany Escalona & Escalante

Abogados; Amarillo Pollo SL; AMPA Colegio

Portaceli SJ Sevilla; Anekis Turyocio; ANPE;

APRI Gestoría; AQM; Aqueche Madrid; 

ARAGRO; Aranciafilm SRL; Arquitectura

Software; Arrendamientos Industriales Colmar 

S. I.; ARROLA; Asesoría Inmobiliaria García

Ortiz e hijos SL; Asis Calidad Agroalimantaria

S.I.; Aso. CUIN; Asoc. A.A.A. Colegio San

Estanislao de Kostka; Asociación 90 millones 

en 90 días; Asociación Antiguos Alumnos San

José; Asociación nacional de ingenieros del

ICAI; Asociación Regalo Fama; Asociación

Tierra y Humanidad; Asovino Sociedad

Cooperativa; AUDEMAC Aura Promociona

Cáceres; Ávila Dos SL; Ayuda en acción;

Ayuntamiento de Villanueva de La Serena.

Banco Santander; BBVA; BDO Auditores SL;

Berenguer Ingenieros; Berode Restauración SL;

Bienes Trolcales SL; Biocomunidad SL; Blasón

del Sol SI; BSCUATRO SL; Buljan Partners

Consulting SLU; Bunch Arquitectura y proyectos

SLP.

Cainzos y Asociados; Caixabank SA; Caja

Círculo; Caja Madrid; Caja Sol; Cáritas Madrid;

Carmelitas de la Caridad de Vedruna; Carmelitas

descalzas Zaragoza; Cartesio Inversiones SGIIC

SA; Castelló/Jarabes; CECOFAR; CEIP Emilia

Pardo Bazán; CEIP Luis de Morales; CESTE

(Escuela Universitaria de Turismo Altamira);

Clarkia SL; CMR; Cobiosa; COFARAN; 

COFARES; COFARTA; COFAS; COFEX; 

COFIBER; Col. Apóstol Santiago-Vigo; 

Col. Farmacéuticos Cantabria; Col. Mayor

Montellano; Col. San Ignacio (Oviedo); 

Col. Santa Ana; Col. Virgen Guadalupe; Colegio

Esclavas del Sdo. Corazón de Jesús; Colegio

Escolares Sagrado Corazón SJ Madris G Pintos;

Colegio Farmacéuticos de Valladolid; Colegio

Giner de los Ríos; Colegio Inmaculada SJ

Alicante; Colegio Inmaculada Valladolid; Colegio

la Inmaculada Concepción; Colegio Mayor

Loyola Madrid Colegio Monte Sion; Colegio

Nuestra Señora de Fátima; Colegio Nuestra

Señora de la Fuensanta Jesús María; Colegio

Portaceli; Colegio Sagrado Corazón SJ León;

Colegio San Estanislao de Kostka SJ Málaga;

Colegio San Estanislao SJ Salamanca; Colegio

San Francisco Javier A Coruña; Colegio San

Ignacio; Colegio San José SJ Villafranca de los

Barros; Colegio San José Valladolid; Colegio San

To all volunteers, members and donors who, with their support and effort, enable us to give firm steps for social transformation. This year, we would like to especially express our

gratitude to the collaboration of Victoria Gómez-Trénor for the creation of the “LIGHT for GIRLS” fund.

To all institutions related to the Society of Jesus: schools and universities; parents of students; parishes and residences, pastoral centres and Ignatian groups; alumni. All of

them, with their support and trust, make us feel that we are together working for Justice, Solidarity and Hope.

To associations, professional schools and foundations who have trusted our work; to the agencies and official institutions for endorsing, with their support, the quality of

our work and to business firms and entities for supporting our projects and divulging our work and message: 
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Patricio; Colegio Santa María del Mar SJ Coruña;

Colegio Santo Angel de la Guarda; Comunidad

Cartuja SJ Granada; Comunidad Madre de Dios

SJ Jerez de la Frontera; Comunidad Padre 

Piquer SJ Madrid Ventilla; Comunidad San 

José Rubio SJ Almería; Comunidad San Roque

González SJ Córdoba; Coordinadora Galega 

de ONGD; Cruz Roja Española; Curia General

Compañía de Jesús; CVX Caná; CVX Hogar Santa

María Burgos; CVX Tenerife.

Damas apostólicas del Corazón de Jesús; 

DESMASA; DIMOBA; Distrib. Fca. 

Guipuzcoana; Doce Ideas; Domingo Laredo SL;

DTA; Duroports Consulting SL.

Ediciones Edima SL; El Campillo E.Z. Consulting

SL; Elevete Exclusive Homes SL; EM Gestión;

ENSA; EOSRISQ; Esclavas, Málaga; Escuela

Virgen de Guadalupe SJ Badajoz; Estoa visión SL;

Eurocorrectores SL; Eurofin Services; Europa

Press; EURORIESGO; EVREX Comunicaciones;

Explotaciones La Calima SA.

Faasa Aviación; Federación internacional Fe 

y Alegría; FEDIFAR; Fembler Asesoramiento

Empresarial SL; Financial supporters CECME;

Financial supporters CN Soldado; FIRSA;

Freshfields Bruckhouse Dereinger; Fundación

Alcil; Fundación Bancaja; Fundación Cultural

Banesto; Fundación E-LABORA; Fundación

Gonzalo da Silveira; Fundación Hispánica Banco

Popular; Fundación Hogar Santa Lucía; Fundación

Ignacio Larramendi; Fundación Javier Oriol Miranda;

Fundación Jesús María El Salvador; Fundación la

Caixa; Fundación Pro Cultura Literaria; Fundación

Rafael del Pino; Fundación Red Xabier; Fundación

Renta 4; Fundación SERES.

GADISA; Galaso Casa 1, SL; GEASA; 

Gesprofit SA SGIIC; GL & Sweden; Gómez

Acebo & Pombo; Grupo Control; Grupos

Católicos Loyola.

Helechos Sociedad Cooperativa Limitada;

Hermanas de Santa Dorotea de Franssinetti;

Hermanas Dominicas Anunciata; Huerta de la

Retamosa SL.

IES Castillo de Cote; IES César Rodríguez;

Iglesia del Sagrado Corazón PP Jesuitas

Cantabria; Iglesia Portaceli; Ilustre colegio de

abogados de Valencia; Inbarrios SA; Indra SA;

Industrial de diseño textil SA; Ingeniería 

Creativa Pita; Inmoseguros Taxación; Instituto Fe

y Desarrollo; Instituto Nevares de Empresarios

Agrícolas; Instituto Politécnico Cristo Rey SJ

Valladolid; Inver Caixa Gestión; INVERBOBE

SLU; Inversiones Serracit Alfa SL.

Jesuiten Mission; JMG Ingeniería y

Humanidades, SL; Josoto SI; JP Morgan; Juan B.

Fierro Hernández SL; Juste Lab.; Juste SA

Químico-Farmacéutica.

Kitchen, Agencia de Publicidad.

LIFERAY SL; Línea Directa; Liscapa XXI; 

Los Jardineros de la Unidad Especial.

Mapfre; Misioneras Hijas Corazón de María;

Molina Olea S.L; Musa Malasaña; Mutua

Madrileña.

Negocios Latinos SL.

Onda Suroeste Radio SL; Orona; Outside

Comunicación Integral.

Palmira Diseño y Jardín SL; Parroquia S. Ignacio

de Loyola La Rioja; Parroquia de San Francisco

de Borja; Parroquia El milagro de San José;

Parroquia Nuestra Señora del Carmen Bonanza;

PASAVAL Constructora SA; Patronato del Padre

Arnaiz SJ; Piensos Ortín; Pilates Center; Pintado

& Jiménez; PPC Editorial y distribuidora SA;

Proyecto Ibérica SA.

Recyclia; Religiosas Salesas; Residencia del

Corazón de Jesús SJ Valladolid; Rest. La Giralda;

Restaurante Sella SL; Riegos Programados SL;

RPA.

Sagrada Familia de Burdeos; Saint Louis

University in Spain SA; Santander Central

Hispano Gestión SA SGIIC; SGIICSA; 

SINMES Gestión de Patrimonios SL; Sociedad

Estatal de Correos y Telégrafos SA; Son Valero

SLU; Subterra.

Timbercom SA; Torpedero SA; Tragsa; Transp.

Souto.

Universidad de la Laguna; Universidad de Murcia;

Universidad de Valladolid.

Verticalia; Vuesa Valladolid.

Zigadoo SLU.
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To business firms that have supported campaigns such as “Donate Your Mobile” or the distribution of our Christmas Cards. And to all those who have participated in the

second edition of the race “Run for a cause, run for education”.

To business firms who have helped with our communications: CHANGE, Difusión 7, Experian Mailsolution, Fundraising Company, ICS, Iarricio Artes Gráficas, Kantarmedia,

Minipimer Creatividad, Publidist, Kitchen and SocialCo.

To schools and institutes that have joined us in the challenge of creating Solidarity Youth Networks.

To schools that have participated in the Global Campaign for Education Action Week and have worked with their students in the need to demand a quality education for all. 

To nurseries, schools, education centres, scout groups, parent student associations, teacher training centres, institutes and universities that contribute to raise 

awareness among the youth by divulging our education materials. 

To parishes, churches and religious congregations who work with us.

To the media for helping us transmit the importance of a Quality Education for All, worldwide.

To the NGOs we work with and carry out joint campaigns promoting networking for justice. 

To the institutions in the South who welcome our international volunteers believing in our engagement with transformation. 



A Coruña: Fonseca 8 (Centro Fonseca). 15004 A Coruña. Tel. 981 216 858

Alicante: Gravina 4, 1º (Centro Loyola). 03002 Alicante. Tel. 965 208 029

Almería: Padre Luque 11, 2º (Centro Indalo Loyola). 04001 Almería. Tel. 950 272 437

Asturias: San Agustín 3, 2º (Centro Loyola). 33201 Gijón. Tel. 984 246 654

Burgos: Molinillo 3 (Centro Pastoral de la Merced). 09002 Burgos. Tel. 947 266 250

Cantabria: San José 15, bajo. 39003 Santander. Tel. 942 213 450

Córdoba: Av. Gran Capitán 5 accesorio (Centro Cultural San Hipólito). 14008 Córdoba. Tel. 957 479 723

Elche: Capitán Gaspar Ortiz 40, entresuelo. 03201 Elche. Tel. 966 093 203

Extremadura: Solano Figueroa 20. 06008 Badajoz. Tel. 924 248 512

Granada: Elvira 65 (Centro Suárez). 18010 Granada. Tel. 958 275 034

Huelva: Fernando El Católico 2 (Centro Javier). 21003 Huelva. Tel. 959 240 120

La Palma: El Pilar 8, 2º 4. 38700 Santa Cruz de La Palma. Tel. 922 411 833

La Rioja: Huesca 39 (Colegio Sagrado Corazón). 26002 Logroño. Tel. 941 287 489

Las Palmas: Dr. Chil 15. 35001 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Tel. 928 334 154

León: Gran Vía de San Marcos 10 bis. 24001 León. Tel. 987 220 823

Madrid: Maldonado 1A, 1º. 28006 Madrid. Tel. 915 771 817

Málaga: Av. Juan Sebastián Elcano 185 (Recinto Colegio San Estanislao). 29017 Málaga. Tel. 952 202 356

Murcia: Pza. Sto. Domingo 2, 2 (junto al Arco). 30008 Murcia. Tel. 968 223 122

Salamanca: Pº San Antonio 14, 40. 37003 Salamanca. Tel. 923 125 000

Santiago: Rúa Virxe da Cerca 31. 15703 Santiago de Compostela.Tel. 981 581 409

Sevilla: Av. Eduardo Dato 20 B, Portal A. 41018 Sevilla. Tel. 954 635 170

Tenerife: Marcos Redondo 8. 38208 La Laguna. Tel. 922 252 678

Valencia: Av. Gran Vía Fernando el Católico 78. 46008 Valencia. Tel. 963 913 990

Valladolid: Ruíz Hernández 10. 47002 Valladolid. Tel. 983 393 907

Vigo: Velázquez Moreno 9, 2º. 36201 Vigo. Tel. 986 224 990

Zaragoza: Pº de la Constitución 6. 50008 Zaragoza. Tel. 976 217 217



Sign up or make a donation:

www.entreculturas.org/colabora

Start volunteer work:

www.entreculturas.org/voluntariado

Make a subscription to our publications:

www.entreculturas.org/publicaciones

Join our campaigns:

www.entreculturas.org/campanas

Contribute as a business entity:

www.entreculturas.org/colabora/desde_la_empresa

Leave a solidarity legacy:

www.entreculturas.org/colabora/haz_una_donacion/

legados_y_herencias

Visit our education portal:

www.redentreculturas.org

Donate your mobile:

www.donatumovil.org

Follow us in social networks:

Facebook: facebook.com/entreculturas

Twitter: twitter.com/Entreculturas

Youtube: youtube.com/entreculturasvideo

91 590 26 72 

www.entreculturas.org




